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Abstract
We studied hard X-raYh-ray emission from Cen A (NGC 5128) in a balloon experiment with a low background detector (Welcome-I) in Brazil. The energy spectrum
of CenA is obtained from 40 keV to 600 keV. We combined the energy spectrum
obtained by the Ginga satellite in a similar state. The combined spectrum indicates
that there is a break at 184

± 22 keV. The spectrum is fitted to the broken power

law model with the photon index of
the break.

Cl,

= 1.79 up to 184 keV and

Cl2

= 3.7~~:~ above
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similarities between the galactic blackhole candidates and the AGN [2].
The primary energy source of the radiation from AGN is supposed to be the conversion of gravitational energy in the accretion of material onto the blackhole. The
major problem is, however, to find how the potential energy is transferred to the radi-

Chapter 1

ation. Several possible models have been proposed based on thermal Comptonization
process [3] and Synchrotron Self Compton model [4].
One of the most remarkable results obtained by X-ray observations is that Seyfert

Introduction

galaxies have universal spectra, consisting of a power law with photon index

0< '"

1.7,

at least in the energy range 2 to 100 keV; this suggests that a common emission

Active Galactic Nuclei(AGN) are one of the most fascinating objects in astrophysics.
Numerous observations have been extensively made for these extra-galactic objects
from radio to gamma-ray energies. Nevertheless, they probably belong to the least

X-ray band, however, does not give tight constraints upon the emission mechanism.

It is important to search for other spectral features,

e.g.

a break in the power law.

There have been indirect evidences of such breaks if one compared X-ray data with
the results at higher energies, i.e. upper limits by SAS-2 [51 and COS-B [61. Until this

understood class of celestial objects.
The spectrum is not explained by simple black body radiation.

•

mechanism exists over a number of objects. The featureless continuum spectra in the

Over a wide

energy interval from radio to gamma-ray, AGN emit a huge amount of radiation that

study, the break has generally been thought to occur somewhere below

~

10 MeV.

From the location of the break and the power law index, the basic parameters of the

sometimes reach up to 10"'erg/s. This suggests that a single physical process, thermal

physical condition in the radiation environment can be determined. Therefore, it is

or non-thermal processes, cannot explain the emission mechanism of AGN.

essential to study AGN spectra in the hard X-ray / gamma-ray range to unravel the

In general, the time scale of intensity variation becomes shorter and its amplitude

emission mechanism of the AGN.

becomes larger as the energy of photons increases. This fact implies that higher energy

In hard X-ray and low energy gamma-ray region, it is however difficult to observe

photons, X-rays and gamma-rays, are more likely to be from the central engine of

celestial objects because the the signal from the objects is generally weak compared

AGN if one estimate the size of emission region from the time scale.
From X-ray observations, AGN are commonly believed to have a super massive

with the background. The sensitivity of a celestial hard X-ray/gamma-ray detector
has been limited by its signal to noise ratio. To detect the emission of hard X-

blackhole with JIIf ~ lO BJllf0 surrounded by an accretion disk. To maintain the huge

ray /gamma-ray at the required level, one needs a detector which can realize very

luminosity (10'12 ~1046erg/sec in X-ray range) stably emitted, such an enormous

low background rate with appropriate detector size. Thus, we have developed a new

mass is required. The Eddington limit provides an estimate to the minimum mass of

balloon- borne detector, "vVelcome-1".

AGN, which is 10" ~lOBM0' This mass is concentrated in a very small region that is

Centaurus A (Cen A) is one of the nearest AGN, and thus, it is one of the best

inferred to be 10 13 ~101S cm from the time variation. The most probable candidate of

candidates for the study in the hard X-ray/gamma-ray region. We have observed

this compact system is naturally the super massive blackhole [1]. The recent Ginga

hard X-ray/gamrna-ray emission from Cen A in a balloon experiment with Welcome-

observation strongly supports the black hole model of the AGN presenting several

1 in Brazil. Furthermore, to examine the X-ray spectra of Cen A we have analyzed

the data obtained by Ginga satellite.
In Chapter 2 we review the results of past observations of AGN and the scientific
issues related to these observations. Theoretical models proposed to explain the emission are also briefly discussed. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we describe the Welcome-l

Chapter 2

detector. In Chapter 5, we discuss the background which is the major concern in the
observation in the hard X-ray/gamma-ray region. In Chapter 6 we analyze the data
obtained by Welcome-l to reconstruct the incident hard X-ray spectrum. Chapter 7

Review of AGN Observations and

deals with the observation by Ginga. In Chapter 8 we examine the spectrum obtained
by Welcome-l and by Ginga. Based on the results the implications on the emission
mechanisms are discussed.

•

Theoretical Models
The active galaxies are generally considered to have a compact core or nucleus, which
releases the energy of 1042 _10 46 erg/s and causes a violent activities of the galaxy. Such
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) have been studied extensively from radio to gamma-ray
energies. The AGN are often classified into Seyfert galaxies, radio galaxies, QSOs, and
BL Lacertae objects, based on the observed properties, mainly, of the optical region.
The central engine of the AGN is however believed to have a common structure as is
described in Section 2.2.

2.1

Active Galactic Nuclei

The spectra of AGN are quite different from those of the ordinary stars. The spectrum at radio, IR, Optical, UV is characterized by a quasi-power law. The detection
of polarization at radio indicates that the emission originates from synchrotron radiations at optically thin matters. Underlying emission lines from a variety of ionization
states have been also observed. The spectrum of some AGN has a bump around UV
region, (UV bump) which is described by a thermal emission whose temperature is
10 4

~

lOSK. tX-ray spectrum is also characterized by a power law whose photon

index is, however, harder than that of optical region. The power law component

extends at least up to 100 keY. Figure 2.1 is the energy spectra of several AG

from

radio to gamma-rays. It is noticeable that the power output for these objects appears
to take its maximum in X-ray to gamma-ray range.

tude larger, as the energy of photons increases. If one estimates the size of emission
region (R) from the time variation (t.t) as R

~

fact, together with the fact that power output is peaked in these energy range, implies

'f"

•

A feature common to all AGN is a large luminosity (10 40 -10 47 ergjs). For having a
stable emission at this huge luminosity, the outward pressure of radiation has to be
balanced with the inward gravitational attraction. The Eddington limit (Ledd)gives
the relation between the luminosity and the mass of the central object expressed as,
4rrcGMm p

M
L edd = - - a - T - = 1.26 x 10 (M )er gj s,
38

(2.1)
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where AI is the mass of central object,

mp

is the proton mass,

aT

the Thomson cross

section and M0 the solar mass. The lower limits of source masses calculated from
the Eddington luminosity range from ~ 10 2 .M0 for low luminosity Seyfert 1 galaxies
to ~ 10 9 M0 for high luminosity QSOs.
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Observed time variability of AGN implies that the source is extremely compact.
A direct evidence of the compactness comes from comparing their luminosity with
their minimum variability time scales. Figure 2.2 compares the 2-10 keY luminosity
of several AGI with their minimum X-ray variability times scales. The variability
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time scale t.t is the minimum time period over which the source flux changes by a
factor of two. The lowest value is for the galactic black hole candidate, Cyg X-I. One

Figure 2.1: Energy Spectra samples of active galaxies from radio to gamma-rays.

can see the scale invariance which implies the existence of a common structure.

Fluxxenergi gives energy output of the source per decade of photon energy.

The compactness together with the scale invariance has motivated many models of

AGN that assumes a central super massive black hole. In these models, the release of

gravitational energy is supposed to be essential source of emission from AGN, which
is supported by the following argument.
When the gravitational energy of matter is transferred into radiation with efficiency." ~ 1, the lower limit of." is given by [71,

." 2: 4.7 x 10

_436.£

t;t.

t:.L-LH Limit of AGN

(2.2)

where 6.L is the observed variation of intensity and 6.t is the time scale of the
variation. The solid lines in Figure 2.2 are the limits of efficiency for." = 10- 3,10- 1 ,1
respectively.
The gravitational energy release give the efficiency of." '" 10- 1 [8} for accretion
onto Schwartzshild blackholes which holds for most of AGN.
In the case of the Super Nova explosion, the most violent stellar process, travelling
at v

~104km/s,

the efficiency is estimated to be,

...

.

<I

.3""
1)=1

(2.3)
and is ruled out by many X-ray variable AG . If we use the bolometric luminosity

Lbo/

instead of Lz , the data points move right by almost an order of magnitude assuming
L bol to be about 10xL z . In this case more than one half of the points lie above the

-2
36
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Logt.L(erg/s)

efficiency limit for '1 = 10- 3.
Based on the data obtained by Ginga, various similarities in terms of the energy

Figure 2.2: Minimum X-ray variability time scale versus 2-10 keY luminosity for active

spectra and the timing variability are reported for both AGN and galactic blackhole

galaxies. The time-scale 6.t is the minimum two folding time of the luminosity. The
lowest value is for Cyg X-I. The solid lines are the efficiency limit for." = 10- 3,10-1, 1

candidate [2, 9]. This strongly suggest that the actiYity of AG

is due to a super

massive blackhole.

respectively. Two AGN that lie over the limit of." = 1.0 are both Blazar observed in
X-ray flare. This can be explained by the beaming effect of the radiation.

2.3

Observations to Investigate the Emission Mechanism of AGN

Higher energy photons (X-rays and gamma-rays) is likely to be direct and un-reprocessed
emission from central engine. The observational facts indicates that they are emitted

10

11

from the region close to the central engine of AGN, super massive blackhole. There-

2.4

Emission Mechanism of AGN

fore, the spectra in the X-ray/gamma-ray range give us a direct information about
To investigate how AGN generate the radiation power, it is important to study the

the emission mechanism of AGN. Number of spectral observations have been carried

power law emission. In general, continuum emission above a few 10 keY from astro-

out mostly in the X-ray region below 100 keY.

nomical sources above a few 10 keY are primarily due to the non-thermal process by

Using the spectra of 11 AGN observed by HEAO-1, Rothschild et a/. [10] have

high energy electrons. These photons may be created either directly by synchrotron

concluded that the emission of AGN are characterized by the power law spectrum

radiation, or indirectly by inverse Compton scattering. In AGN, they are supposed

and the index takes an universal value a "" 1.7 in the 2 to 165 keY energy range.

to be produced through inverse Compton scattering [14]. There are two possble pro-

Data taken by the Silicon Solid Detector on board the Einstein Observatory are

cesses that up-scatter soft photons to X-rays/gamma-rays.

also consistent with the universal power law index of a "" 1.7 in the 0.4 to 4 keY
range [11, 12J. This value

a"" 1.7 have been called "canonical index".

The theoretical

studies so far done on the primary X-ray emission spectrum in AGN had been mainly

re

2.4.1

The Thermal Comptonization in the Accretion Disk

devoted to clarify the mechanisms that yield the power spectrum with the photon

The unsaturated Comptonization is the process [15], in which soft photons evolve

index of a "" 1.7.

through the hot electron plasma of kTe > 10keV and a finite optical depth r. This

The spectral survey of high luminosity QSO [13] by Ginga in the 2-30 keY energy

process gives a power law spectrum followed by an exponential decline. The break is

band has revealed that there is no canonical spectral index in their sample of 13 AG ;

naturally introduced in the spectrum at 3kTe / Such Comptonization model has been

instead there is a wide range of indices from a

= 1.1

to a

= 2.3.

From the X-ray observations, the following facts has now become clear as common
spectral properties of AGN [9],

studied analytically by Sunyaev, Titarchuk and Zdziarski [3].
In the analytical solution given by Sunyaev and Titarchuk [3], there are three
parameters, intensity

1. AGN have the power law spectrum that extends at least up to 100 keY.

10, plasma temperature kT., and Compton scattering optical

depth (r) which is related to the I parameter. The I parameter is described as,
(2.4)

2. The intensity of the power law components show large and irregular changes.
3. The power law slope for each individual source remain stable even the absolute

2

where m e c is the electron rest mass energy. Figure 2.3 shows the spectra obtained
from the model with various plasma temperature at r = 5. The output spectrum is

intensity changes largely.

weakly dependent on the spectrum of soft photons if r > 1.
The deviations in photon indexes however implies that the index itself might not
represent a particular emission mechanism of AGN. Another clues are required to
investigate the central engine of AGN.

In the thermal Comptonization model, the accretion disk is a possible reservoir of
the high temperature electron plasma. To explain the hard X-ray photons of

~100

keY, Te is required to be 108 ~ 109 1<. Soft photons to be scattered are supplied by
external thermal sources, e.g. UV bump, or be produced by the thermal electrons via
bremsstrahlung or cyclotron/synchrotron radiation inside the accretion disk if there
exists the magnetic field.
12

13

2.4.2

Synchrotron Self Compton (SSC)

If non-thermal relativistic electrons are continuously injected with power law energy
distribution extending up to

Imax

»

1, the radiation spectrum by the inverse Comp-

ton scattering also shows a power law shape [15]. A possible scenario to produce the
non-thermal relativistic electrons has been suggested by Protheroe and Kazanas [17].
In their scenario protons undergo first order-Fermi acceleration during infall onto a
massive black hole. The non-thermal electrons are produced as secondary particles
in nuclear interactions of the protons.

If the target photons to be scattered are produced as synchrotron photons by the

<'"'e

Energy[keV]

same non-thermal electrons, the model is called "Self Synchrotron Compton Model"
(SSC model) [4). This model predicts two-component photon spectrum: the initial
synchrotron spectrum in the radio to IR band and the Compton scattered spectrum

Figure 2.3: Spectra from Sunyaeve and Titarchuk Comptonization Model.

in the X-ray/gamma-ray band. The X-ray spectrum is expected to mimic the shape

When the radiation emerges from the inner part of the accretion disk, a region of a
few gravitational radii R, (= ~), the maximum ion temperature can be estimated
by assuming the whole infalling kinetic energy is converted to the energy of protons.
According to the calculation by Shakura et al. [16], the inner most radii of accretion
disk is

~

3R, for the non-rotating blackhole and the energy of proton becomes kTp

""

~ "" 100MeV. In the fully ionized plasma, ions and electrons are coupled by the
collisional energy exchange. Electrons are heated its energy through electron-proton
scattering and are cooled by interaction with soft photons in the inner disk.
The electron temperature are determined from the balance of these processes. The
important parameters, kT, and

T

of the synchrotron spectrum but is shifted to higher energies. Figure 2.4 is an example
of such two-component spectrum calculated by Band and Grindlay [18].
In the frame work of the SSC model, the correlation between radio/IR and X-ray
intensity is required. Multi-frequency observations of Blazars (BL Lacertae Objects
and OVV QSOs) have revealed that this type of AGN shows the correlated variation
between X-ray emission and radio and IR emission [19, 20]. This suggests that the
SSC model is the most probable model at least for Blazars.

The emission from

Blazar are, however, supposed to come from the jet with substantial beaming factor
that enhance the SSC component [21].

are determined by the observation of the spectra.

While a few extragalactic sources, including NGC4151, 3C273, Cen A, 3C279 and
Mkn 421, have been detected at energy

~

100 keY, their spectra have not yet been

measured accurately enough to determine whether the break exists.

2.5

Importance of Observation in the Hard XRay Range

The observations in X-ray «100 keY) band are little help in studying the emission
mechanism of the continuum radiation; a smooth power law spectrum could be produced equally well by several alternative processes. We need another clues to study

14

1.5

the emission mechanism of AGN such as a break in the spectrum.
Since the onset of pair-production processes makes it very unlikely that a thermal plasma will have an electron temperature of >a few MeV, photons produced
by thermal Comptonization should have a break in their spectrum in the hard Xray/gamma-ray range «~ 10 MeV). On the other hand, photon spectra produced
by the relativistic electrons is expected to have gradual decline. Therefore the fundamental question of whether the emissions from AGN are produced by thermal electron
SynchrototOn
Componont

plasma or relativistic electrons may be resolved by the observations of the break in
their hard X-ray spectra. In fact, the break is indirectly suggested from upper limits
Compton

.........

~.

Compon~t

set by SAS-2 [5J and COS-B [6J for many AGN.
The exact determination of the energy where the spectra steepen has important

"",Second Scattering

consequences, not only to construct the physical models of AGN, but also to assess

....

their contribution to the extragalactic diffuse X-ray background [221· Figure 2.5 shows
the energy spectrum of the diffuse X-ray background. The upper limit of contribution

FirstScattering·

from AGN obtained by Ginga [23] is shown in the figure. Simple extrapolation of the
limit already accounts for the total flux around MeV region while in the X-ray region

Log(v)

below 30 keV the limit is merely 30%. If the diffuse background can be explained by
the superposition of the emission from AGN, there must exist break in AGN spectra
Figure 2.4: Example of calculated energy spectrum based on SSC model by Band and

between 100 keV and I MeV.

Grindlay[18]. In the calculation they assumed the "broken" electron distribution; for
"I

2: 4500 electrons the energy index steepen by I due to losses. The parameter are

magnetic field of 0.2 G, electron distribution dn e = 1.·5 x 1061'-2.4d1' for 1

:s; l' :s; 4500

2.6

Review of the Cen A Observation

in a source of radius 1015cm. Solid line is the synchrotron spectrum, the line with the

Centaurus A (Cen A) is one of the best candidate for the study in the hard X-

small dashes results from the first scattering, and the line with the large dashes from

ray/gamma-ray region because it is one of the nearest AG . Thus, we have observed

the second.

hard X-ray/gamma-ray emission from Cen A in a balloon experiment with Welcome-I
in Brazil. In this section, we review the results of observations carried out so far.

2.6.1

Radio Galaxy Cen A

Cen A is a giant elliptical radio galaxy with a dust lane in its center which obscures
the central regions. The appearance of Cen A is interpreted as a result of a merger of
16
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Figure 2.6: Intensity and photon index variation of Cen A (X-ray range)
observation of Cen A in X-ray range(2

~

60keV). They reported the photon spectrum

± 0.03

an elliptical galaxy and a spiral galaxy. The remainder of the spiral forms the dust

in the range is well characterized by a power law with a photon index of 1.66

band in the center of Cen A. Due to the heavy absorption (nH ~ 10 23 /cm 2 ), no broad

with a significant absorption due to 1.3x lO23nH /cm 2 and 6.4 keY Fe fluorescent line

line emission has been observed from this object, and IUE observations showed no

with 7.1 keY absorption edge. The photon index of the power law kept stable within

significant UV flux. VLBI observation revealed the radio structure of nucleus of Cen

statistical error while the total flux varied by a factor of 2 between 1975 and 1976 [271.

A [24]. The nucleus consists of compact self-absorbed core, a jet containing a set

Figure 2.6(a) shows the measured long-term variations of the 2 ~ 6 keY intensity from

of three knots and a very long narrow component elongated along the same position

050-8 up to Ginga observation, 1990. These subsequent X-ray observations shows

angle as the knots.

the photon index stable at around 1.7

Cen A is one of the first extra-galactic object observed by X-ray [25). A detail

± O.I(RMS).

The variations of photon indexes

are shown in Figure 2.6(b). In Figure 2.7, the correlation of above two values are

X-ray map of Cen A was obtained from Einstein Observatory [26] which consists of

presented. The most remarkable change of intensity was observed by Einstein [261,

variable compact nucleus, X-ray jet almost aligned with

which was a factor of 7 decrease between 6 months apart. Even in this case, significant

TE{north east) radio lobe

and diffuse source extending several arc minutes around the nucleus.

change in index was not be seen.
As for the hard X-ray observation, the same plots are presented in Figure 2.8 and

2.6.2

Energy Spectrum of Cen A in X-ray/gamma-ray

For last two decades, the energy spectra have been obtained by a number of workers,
most of them are below 100 keY. Mushotzsky et al. [271 carried out the first precise
18

2.9. Although the measurements are sparse in the hard X-ray range, the photon index
tend to be stable and consistent with the value of 1.7

± 0.1

obtained above.

Featureless power law spectrum observed in the 10-l65 keV energy by BEAO

19
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Figure 2.8: Intensity and photon index variation of Cen A (Hard X-ray range)
A4 [28] was confirmed by subsequent observation by HEXE [29J in the 20-160 keY
2.5

range (Figure 2.10) and POKER [30] in the 15-150 keY range. Therefore, the power
law spectra measured in the X-ray range extends up to at least 100 keY and the
photon index is stable at 1.7±0.1.
High energy upper limits have been given by SAS-2 [31J COS-B [321 in the range
above

~

10 MeV. This implied spectral steepening between 100 keY and

~10

MeV.
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Figure 2.9: Intensity and photon index Correlation of Cen A (Hard X-ray range)
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Chapter 3
Instrumentation
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Important contribution to the understanding of the emission mechanism of Cen
A can be made by the study of the energy spectrum in the hard X-ray /gammaray range.
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The detector is requ;red to have a sensitivity of better than

~

2 x

1O- 6 photons/cm 2 /s/keV at 500 keY according to the previous X-ray measurement.

3.1

Development of Hard X-ray /gamma-ray De-

teet or
Since the flux expected from Cen A is weak compared with the background, the
Figure 2.10: The 1987(Left) and 1988(Right) HEXE spectra of Cen A.

signal is extracted by subtracting the off-source data from the on-source data. In
this situation the minimum detectable limit of the detector (sensitivity) is set by
the statistical fluctuation in the background. The detection limit depends on several
parameters and is given by

(3.1)
where <: is for the photon full peak efficiency, A is the geometrical area of the detector,

T is the observation time and B is the detector background counting rate per unit

In the balloon or satellite experiment, A is primarily set by the lifting capability
of vehicle. The typical observation time is 104 s for the balloon experiment. Under
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such circumstances, in order to attain high sensitivity, it is essential (1) to employ
the detection part that has high full peak efficiency (e) and (2) to figure out the
most effective configuration to reduce the background (B). The detector used in the
experiment has been developed based on these ideas.

3.2

Welcome-l Detector Overview

The detector, called Welcome-l is designed for the measurement in the energy range
from 40 keY to 800 keY. The telescope of the detector consists a newly developed
well-type phoswich counter.
The schematic drawing of the detector is shown in Figure 3.1. The telescope is
attached to a platform by two bearings which allows changes in elevation angle of the
telescope. The platform is also made of aluminium-honeycomb plate and has four
chambers on each side. The associated electronics and batteries are mounted inside
the chambers. The torque motor for azimuth control is located on the top of detector.
Total weight of the detector is 680 kg. The detector is Aown by a balloon of
8.8 million ft 3 filled with hydrogen gas to reach an altitude of ~ 37 km for the
observation.
Table 3.1 summarizes the basic characteristics of the Welcome-1. The effective
51.4cm

ChamberforAssociatedElectonics

area is 740cm 2 for 122 keY and the geometrical field of view (FOY) is 7.4° (HWH:-'I).

1
3.3
3.3.1

The Telescope
Well-Type Phoswich Counter

It is essential to reduce the background counting rate in order to achieve the high

Figure 3.1: The Welcome-l detector showing its configuration during the Aight.

sensitivity. In the space environment, the background components are: (1) a contribution from the atmospheric and the diffuse cosmic photons entering through the
collimator aperture, (2) the leakage of photons through a shield and (3) non-aperture
contribution from the cosmic-ray activation of the detector material.
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In addition

2.5

Primary Counters

Anti Counters

:-,raI(TI)

BGO

GSO:Ce

Eff. Atomic Number(Z)

50

74

59

54

Density (gcm- 3 )

3.7

7.1

6.7

4.5
550

64 Well type phoswich counters of GSO and CsI(TI)
combination
36 CsI( TI) counters

CsI(TI)

Energy Range

40 keY

Emission Wavelength(nm)

410

480

430

Energy Resolution

28% FWHM at 122keV

Light Output

100

12

20~30

50

12% FWHM at 51lkeV

Decay Constant(nsec)

230

300

60

1050
3.24

~

800 keY

Effective Area

740cm' at 100keV

Geometrical Field of View

7.4° HWHM

Background Level at 4.5g cm-'

1.5 x 1O- 4 cm-'s-1 keV-I at 100keV

2.22

9.84

5.37

Coefficient(cm- 1 ) 51lkeV

0.34

0.955

0.674

0.47

Hygroscopic

Yes

None

None

Little

Attenuation

Total Weight of the Detector

680 kg (excluding ballast)

Total Power Consumption

200 W (supplied by lithium batteries)

150keV

Table 3.2: Characteristics of some inorganic scintillator
10%, respectively. Table 3.2 summarizes characteristics of some inorganic scintillators.

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the Welcome-I detector.

The GSO has a much fast decay time (~60nsec) compared with CsI( TI) (~II,sec) and

to these external background, (4) the background that resides in the detection part

therefore the signals from the two scintillator can be separated easily with the pulse

(internal background) such as radio isotopes is to be considered

shape discriminator. The protruded part of the Csl( TI) works as an active collimator.

The components (I) and (2) can be reduced by narrowing the telescope aperture
and/or by increasing the active shield. The active shield is necessary for the measurement of hard X-ray/gamma-ray over

~

150 keY because the passive shield is

inefficient due to the decrease of the cross section of the photo absorption.
The background due to (3) was the major component for the hard X-ray/gamma-

The geometrical field of view is determined by the well, which is 7.4° x 7.4°(HWHM).
For the well-type phoswich counter, the light collection efficiency in the well becomes important because the light emitted at the tip of the collimation part must
travel 22cm to reach PMT. As light reflector, the counter is wrapped by white plastic sheet with white paint with a high reflectance [36]. These combination provides

ray detectors flown so far in space [331. Therefore, in designing the hard X-rayfgamma-

with excellent light collection efficiency; about 95% of photons emitted at the tip is

ray detector it is essential to suppress this component effecti'·ely.

collected compared with those at the bottom.

Figure 3.2 shows the cross-sectional view of the well type phoswich counter. A

In the Figure 3.3, the background of the GSO scintillator with and without CsI( TI)

small detection part, GSO(Ce) (Gd,SiO s doped by Ce), is buried deep in the well-

well is compared. The scintillators are located inside the cave of Pb(5cm)+Cu(5cm)

shaped anti scintillator, Csl( TI) . The size of GSO is 3Acm x 3Acm x 1.0cm. The

to measure the internal background of the scintillator. The spectrum includes a

counter is viewed by a single 2-inch photomultiplier tube

(P~[T).

GSO is the inorganic scintillator newly developed by Hitachi Chemical [34, 35].

peak around 300 ~ 400 keY (calibrated gamma-rays) due mostly to IS2Gd (natural
abundance 0.2%, 2.14MeV

Ct

decay, half-life 1.1

X

101.ly ). It is evident that the well-

f3 -

High attenuation coefficient of GSO scintillator enables us to make detection part

type configuration substantially reduces the gamma-rays from

small. For example, the full peak efficiency of Icm GSO and NaI( TI) is 30 % and

unstable isotope. This is because the well-type configuration provides with a nearly

7 decays of the
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Rist: In Pb(5cm)+Cu(5em)
+

: GSO alone
: GSO in Well

IS2
Gd
(a:2.14MeV)
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(12 a:3.9-8.8MeV)
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2000
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Figure 3.3: Spectra of the internal background:

+, the naked GSa crystal; histogram,

the GSa in the CsI( TI) well

PMT
:..~ ~?t;:'

HAMAMATSU

Well-type Phoswich
Counter

4". anti counter for the detection part. This implies the background due to the nuclear
acti,·ation caused by high energy charged particles or neutrons are able to be reduced.

3.3.2

Compound-Eye Configuration (Welcome-I)

The 64 well-type phoswich counters are assembled together in an array of 8 x 8
matrix (Compound Eye Configuration) to enlarge a effective area. Figure 3.4 shows a
Figure 3.2: "Veil-Type Phoswich Counter

cross-sectional view of the detector assembly. As additional shield for the outermost
phoswich counters 36 CsI( TI) anti counters surround the matrix.
The advantage of the compound eye configuration is that each counter acts not
only as an usual counter but also as an active anti counter with each other. When
the energy is deposited in one counter, the information whether there exists energy
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deposits or not are recorded simultaneously. This "anti hit pattern" allows us to
remove events due to the photons or particles that enter from out of the aperture.
The decision of which counters we should use as anti counter can be put off until
off-line analysis stage considering the dead time.

3.4

I---ssomm-..j

Analogue Electronics

II1IIII1II 1IIII!Il1
IIIIIII!!!II !Il1111111 II1IIII1II IIIIII!!!II
IllllIiJiI I!!!IIIIIII I!IIII!!!II em

The block diagram of analogue electronics is shown in Figure 3.5. The output signal from PMT is fed to the charge sensitive pre-amplifier with the decay time of
16 /l-sec and then sent to the shaping amplifier. The bipolar output pulse from the
shaping amplifier is divided into two ways. One is fed to the Analog to Digital Converter(ADC). The other is differentiated again to form the triple polar pulse and is
sent to the Pulse Shape Discriminator(PSD). The pre-amplifier output is also fed to

AI

AB

ilium

The analogue output from 64 phoswich counters are individually processed and recorded.
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Trigger Group

Top View

the "super upper/lower discriminator" (Section 3.5.2).

MI-MI6
AI-AB

The output of the 36 anti counters are summed in analogue sum units in groups
of 4 or 6 and sent to the discriminators.

3.4.1

Pulse Shape Discriminator

Compound-Eye
Configulation
Welcome-1

The PSD circuit employed here is designed for the GSO/CsI(TI) well type phoswich
counter [371. Since signals originated from GSO have faster decay time than those
from CsI( TI) , the measurement of the interval between the first and the second zero

Side View

crossover point of the triple-polar pulse allows us to pick up only events that photon
deposits its energy purely in GSO (GSO event).
Time to Amplitude Converter (TAC) is equipped to monitor the operation of the

Figure 3.4: Welcome-l Detector

PSD during the flight by measuring the time interval. The TAC monitors 16 counters
out of 64 because of the limitation of the space and the electric power. Figure 3.6
shows the 2-dim distribution for the TAC value and the ADC value produced by
calibration sources (122 kcV line from "Co and 511 keV line from 22Na). In the
figure, the band on the left side corresponds to GSO events and the band on the right
30
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is due to the events in which photons deposit some or all energy in CsI( TI) shield
crystal. In the PSD, a timing window which we refer to as "PSD window" adjusted
to select GSO event as shown in Figure 3.7. Only when the input signal enter the
window, the PSD issues trigger signal.
When the number of photo-electrons becomes low (n.

~

500rE

~

50keV), the

pulse shape of CsI(TI) pulses fluctuates. If the pulse narrows significantly, it passes
through the PSD window. This seems to set the minimum detectable energy limit
ToADC

of the well-type phoswich counter. To avoid the intrusion of CsI(TI) event the PSD
window is set narrower than that is fully covered the GSO band. This gives rise to
the loss of the detection efficiency as indicated in Figure 3.7. The figure shows the
TAC distribution of No.35 counter in the energy interval from 330 keY to 600 keY.
The histogram is fitted by a Gauss function and the inefficiency is estimated as the
fraction that extends beyond the limit of PSD window. The inefficiency amounts to

To Hit Pattern
Module

3% in this case.
To reduce the signal processing load, PSD triggers are or-ed in groups of 4. There
are 16 trigger groups as shown in the right panel of Figure 3.4 (Ml ~ MI6).

3.5

Hit Patterns for Data Reduction

To Hit Pattern
Module
SUMAMP

Shaping
Amplifier

3.5.1

Anti Hit Pattern

The PSD generates "Anti Signal" when the input signal is out of the PSD window.
This happen when the input pulse is not purely originated from GSO. When some
counter issues the PSD trigger, the Anti Signal of all counters and the discriminator
output from surrounding Csl( TI) anti counters are latched by the hit pattern module.

Figure 3.5: Analogue Electronics

This "anti hit pattern" consists of 16 bits from PSDs plus 8 bits from surrounding
counters. (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.7: The PSD window
Figure 3.6: Two-dim distribution of ADC's and TAC's obtained by Welcome-l when
it is irradiated by 57CO and 22Na. The band of the left corresponds to GSa events
and the band on the right to CsI( Til events.
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35

1500

2000

Threshold
Upper Discriminator
Super Upper Discriminator
Super Lower Discriminator

800 keV
~

~

Width
300/,s

20 MeV

420/,s

200 MeV

730/,s

Table 3.3: Threshold level and pulse width of discriminators

3.5.2

Super Hit Pattern

In the tests on the ground, we have noticed that the output signal from shaping
Start

amplifier shows a "ringing" when there is a large energy deposit (at least E > 60

Stop

MeV) in CsI( TI) . It takes about 1 ms until the baseline of the amplifier is restored.
Similar phenomena were reported by other authors [381. It is supposed to be due to the

PSD

Trigger

large increase in phosphorescent light in CsI( TI) scintillator following an extremely
large energy deposition [39].
When the pulse shape is similar to the pulse shape of GSa accidentally, PSD

ANTI

misbehaves and generates the consecutive train of triggers. In order to prevent these
fake triggers, we incorporate three discriminators; one in the shaping amplifier and two
in the preamplifiers. They are "upper discriminator", "super upper discriminator"
and "super lower discriminator". Table 3.3 summarizes the parameters of threshold
levels and the pulse width of discriminators. The width of the last two discriminators
are adjusted to sense the time interval until the baseline is restored.
VME bus

Among them only the upper discriminator serves the veto signal for the PSD
trigger for 300" sec. The threshold level was set at 800 keV. The super upper and
lower discriminator generates the pulse of 420 I,sec width and 730 I,sec respectively
Figure 3.8: Digital Electronics

(Figure 3.9). Both pulses are or-ed and latched as "super hit pattern" (lGbit) in the
same manner as the anti hit pattern.
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"dead time monitoring system" described in

3.7

Pointing System

The pointing is done by the azimuth control and the elevation control system. On
the top of the gondola, a torque motor is attached. The whole detector is suspended
by the straps through the motor axis. Azimuth pointing and rotation are achieved
by "Yorimodoshi" method [41J. A magnetometer on the gondola and torque motor
n~sec
SUP'HLO~

form the stabilization system. The elevation angle is controlled by a ball screw drive

:

located on the gondola.
The orientation of the pointing is monitored by two independent systems. One is
the combination of a magnetometer for azimuth and slope gauge for elevation. The
other is Star/Solar imaging system. During the night, a MCP (micro channel plate)

Figure 3.9: Pre-amplifier output and super upper and lower discriminator

coupled to a CCD camera images the sky. Its field of view is 9.1 x 6.3 degrees and
identifies stars of magnitude

3.6

Data Acquisition System

~

8.1. The star image on the CCD camera (512 x 512

pixels) is digitized by the image processing board on the VME bus. The microprocessor selects the bright points to the ground through the telemetry. On the ground

When a trigger signal is generated from one counter, the pulse height in the particular
group of four and the hit pattern are recorded along with the time of the event.
All the system is controlled by a 32-bit microprocessor through Vr.IE (Versa Module
Europe) bus. The microprocessor is MC6 000 CMOS CPU operated at 10MHz. Data

station the star image is reconstructed every 2 seconds by using a workstation. After
the dawn the star camera was switched to the solar one with wide field lens (60 x 60
degrees). Using the same readout system as star camera, the position of sun can be
known within the accuracy of 0.5 degrees.

processing is carried out by a set of interrelated processes and interrupt routines
executing under control of the real time operating system, OS9/68000 [40J.

The

software including operating system are stored in the EPRO;V!. The 512kB RAM
provides data buffer in which data is reformatted for the transmission and recording.
One event data consists of 34 bytes and the Welcome-l detector typically generates
triggers about 350 Hz at the ceiling.
The scaler are used to measure the count rate to monitor the detector status. The
measured signals include the "Anit Signal" from PSD, "Upper Signa\"' from the upper
discriminator and "Super Signal" from the super upper/lower discriminator. Among
them the Upper Signal are dedicated to measuring the live-time together with the
38
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3.8

Response to Hard X-rays/Gamma-rays
Sywtematic Uncertainty
'1>,

In order to study a incident spectra from celestial objects, the detector response to

4£./£

<

3%

~~

incident photons are to be considered.

Calculated by EGS4

_. _. _. -1.05 em thick
- - 1 . 0 0 em thick

3.8.1

Full Peak Efficiency of GSa crystal

- - - - 0,95 em thick

We measure the "full peak efficiency" of 1cm GSa used in the well-type phoswich
10- 1

counter. The full peak efficiency is defined as a ratio of the number of photons
that deposite their full energy to GSa over the number of incident photons.

I

Experiment

In
10 0

10-1

Figure 3.10, the efficiency measured with the calibration sources is compared with

Incident Photon Energy [MeV]

the calculation by using the Monte Cairo code, EGS4 [42]. In EGS4, photoelectric
absorption, Rayleigh scattering, Compton scattering and pair production are included

Figure 3.10: The full peak efficicency of GSa. The data with error bar is the result

down to 1 keY for photons and 10 keY for electrons.

of the experiment. The lines are calculated efficiencies using EGS4. The three lines

The three lines in the figure correspond to the cases of three different thicknesses

are from differece in thickness of GSa. From these lines, the systematic uncertainty

of GSa used in the calculation. The contribution from the uncertainty in the GSa

in the calculation is estimated to be less than 3%.

thickness is considered to give the largest error in estimating the efficiency, and thus,

3.8.3

Angular Acceptance of the detector

from these lines, the systematic uncertainty in the calculation is estimated to be less
Energy dependence of the angular acceptance (detector field of view) was measured

than 3%.

using the calibration sources 57CO (122 keY) and 22Na. Figure 3.12 is the results of

3.8.2

Compton Rejection in the Well-type Phoswich Counter

the experiments and the comparison with the Monte Carlo calculation. By fitting the
data, the angular acceptance (HWHM) is calculated to be 7.7±0.1 ° at 122 keY and

In the Compton scattering, incident photon sometimes deposits its fraction of energy

9.1±0.2° at 511 keY and consisted with the calculation.

to the detection part and escape. The Compton scattered events contaminate the
spectrum if scattered photons are not detected in the shield.

3.8.4

Response of the Welcome-1 detector

In the well-type phoswich counter, the contamination is reduced significantly compared with the conventional detector. Figure 3.11 shows the measured energy spectra

The instrument response is calculated by using the program based on EGS4. In
the calculation, the telescope is irradiated by the plane wave incident photons. The

of GSa with and without well irradiated by 22Na. This figure indicates that active
measured energy resolution and anti rejection are included. Figure 3.13 shows the
well provides excellent Compton rejecton.
simulated spectrum and the incident spectrum used in the simulation.
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Figure 3.11: The measured energy spectrum of GSO irradiated by 22Na. The spectrum of without/with CsI( TI) well are compared. Both are normalized by the area of
511 keY peak. The energy resolution deteriorate from 10% to 12% at 511 keY when
GSO is put in the CsI( TI) well due to the attenuation of scintillation light from GSO.

Figure 3.12: The Angular acceptance of the telescope.
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15

Response (Welcome-I)

Chapter 4
Balloon Flight and Observation
Simulated -<>
Spectrum
S(E)

4.1

Balloon Flight

The detector was launched from the INPE balloon base in Cachoeira Paulista, in the
10 2

2
Energy [keY]

state of Sao Paulo, in Brazil (45.00'.34"W, 22.39'.44"5) at 1l:50p.M. on 18 November

4

1991 (BLT:Brazil Local Time). The detector reached the ceiling altitude of 36.7 km
(4.6±O.1 g/cm 2 ) at 2:30 A.M.. The altitude variation, the azimuth and elevation angles

Figure 3.13: The response to power law incidence.

of the telescope during the flight are summarized in Figure 4.1. We observed the Crab
nebula/pulsar and the Vela pulsar prior to Cen A. In Figure 4.2, the rate variation of

We compared the full peak efficiency (o(E)) with the ratio defined as,

Anti Signal and Upper Level Discriminator are shown. The counting rates reached

f(E) = 5(E)
I(E)'

(3.2)

where I(E) and 5(E) is the incident spectrum used in the calculation and the simulated spectrum. The result was o(E) "" f(E). This means that the contamination

maximum at an altitude of around 100g/cm2 , Pfotzer Maximum.
Throughout the observations, all counters operated normally. Figure 4.3 shows
the variation of the temperature of well-type phoswich counters. The temperature
decreased as time went by, and reached an almost equilibrium by the time of the

due to the Comton scattered events can be neglected in Welcome-l detector.
observation of Cen A.

4.2

Cen A Observation

The observation of Cen A started at 7:40 A.M" November 19, 1991 (BLT). In total 9
cycles of ON and OFF-source observations (~10 minutes each) wcre performed until
ll:OOA.M. (BLT). In the ON-source observation, we followed Cen A by redirecting the
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Figure 4.1: Altitude, azimuth angle and elevation angle of the telescope during the
Figure 4.2: Altitude, ANTI, clocked UPPEIl

flight.
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10

ON
Separation[deg.]

2.53

2.12

2.26

2.44

2.04

2.08

1.12

1.73

0.80

Direction[deg.]

227.8

130.8

238.9

131.4

213.8

132.7

212.6

136.3

172.9

Table 4.1: Separation Angle
detector 5 minutes' intervals. The top panel and middle panel of Figure 4.4 show the
detector pointing direction, azimuth and elevation respectively. To minimize possible
systematic errors introduced by the subtraction of the OFF-source spectrum from

35

ON-source spectrum, elevation angle (40° - 68°) was kept the same for each set of

0'
L

...OJ

B
to

30

ON-OFF observations. Pointing accuracy were monitored by the solar camera and
the additional geomagnetic sensor to about

25

...

OJ

p..

S
OJ
Eo-<

~>.
...

u

± 0.2°. Bold line shows the position

of Cen A. Bottom panel in the Figure shows the separation angle of the telescope
pointing direction from Cen A derived from top and middle panels. In Table 4.1, the

20

separation angles averaged during each ON source observations are shown.

15

After the transmission time when the pointing was being changed was taken out,
we selected out the useful ON/OFF data set as shown in Table 4.2. The ON-source

10
Cen A Observation

5

observation amounted to 5040s while OFF-source to 4800s.
Figure 4.5 shows the pointing direction of the detector superimposed on sky map

0

2

4

6

B

10

Time(BST) 19-NOV-1991

taken from the HEAO-l Al X-ray Catalogue [43]. The geometrical field of view of the
h

telescope (7.4° x 7.4°HWHM) is indicated. Cen A is located at RA 13 25.5

m

,

DEC

-43°01'. During the OFF-source observation, detector was pointed to the region
Figure 4.3: In night temperature Variation of the well type phoswich counters located

where no strong hard X-ray source exists (RA 13 h 28 m _15 h 12 m DEC _14°__ 19°).
Figure 4.6 shows the background energy loss spectrum during the observation of

in the different position.

Cen A.
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scope is indicated.
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In-Flight Background Spectrum

ON

Sao Paulo, Brazil
4.7g/cm a
Zenith 23.7°

START

STOP

START

STOP

27630

28200

28260

28800

28860

29400

29460

29880

30210

30600

30660

31260

31410

32100

32160

32730

33000

33600

33720

34230

34290

34800

34920

35400

35640

36300

36390

36900

36990

37500

37590

38250

38430

39000

39090

39600

OFF

Table 4.2: Useful 01 jOFF Data Set for Cen A observation. START and STOP
times in each term are shown in second from 00:00:00 19, November (BLT)

Energy [keY]

Figure 4.6: The background energy loss spectrum during the flight of the Welcome-1
instrument in November of 1991. The spectrum was taken at 4.7gjcm 2 of atmospheric
depth with the detector pointed 23.7° from the zenith.
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over Palestine, Texas. According to the study, the spectrum of the downward flux,
atmospheric and cosmic photons, can be approximated by single power law in this
energy range. Ling also derived the angular distribution. His calculation shows that
the flux from lower hemi sphere is 2 ~ 3 times as large as from upper hemi sphere

Chapter 5

below 500 keY.
Kinzer et al. [33] measured the downward flux between 20 keY to 200 keY at
5g/cm2 over Palestine. The result is represented by the power law of lOAx lO- 2 E-I.75[photons/cm2 /s

Background of the Detector

and agrees reasonably well with the index of Ling's result(a = 1.9).

5.1.2

Induced Radioactivity

Background is a major concern in the hard X-ray/gamma-ray astronomy. The back-

Induced radioactivity due to nuclei produced in interactions of cosmic ray particles

ground counting rate is normally an order of magnitude higher than the source count-

may be a serious problem. Dyer and Morfill [46] have calculated the radioactivity

ing rate in this energy range (a few 10 keY ~ a few MeY). It is important to under-

produced in a CsI( TI) crystal exposed to the primary cosmic radiation and to the

stand the sources of background because time variation of some unknown background

particles in the radiation belts. They concluded that the most copiously produced

sources can introduce a systematic error when we extract the signal by subtraction.

radioactive species is the neutron-deficient isotopes of iodine and cesium. Another

5.1

The net result of the subsequent decays of these radioactive nuclide is a continuum

radioactive nuclide is produced by the absorption of slow neutrons by

Background in Balloon Experiments

128

1 to form

1291.

spectrum with a strong peak at ~ 200keY due to the decay of 123 1 by electron capture.
Low energy gamma-ray background at balloon altitude have been measured by several

Gehrels [47] reported the same line feature observed at balloon altitude with Ge

authors[44, 45, 33J. Background radiation is originated in the atmosphere or is the

detector surrounded by NaI scintillator.

primary cosmic gamma-rays. Photons of cosmic origin are interesting object in itself,

The background spectrum obtained in our balloon experiment in Brazil shows

but also become background against point source observations. They may enter the

no line features around 200 keY (Figure 4.6).

instrument through its aperture, penetrate its shield or be generated in the instrument

detection part of the well-type phoswich counters is shielded almost in 4" sr by active

materials by atmospheric neutrons and protons.

collimator/shield. Gamma-rays from

/3 -

As described in Section 3.3.1, the

'Y decays of unstable isotopes produced by

the activation are all to be detect efficiently by the shield.

5.1.1

Atmospheric and Cosmic Gamma-rays

Small difference between the spectra taken in the flight and on the ground suggests

Atmospheric gamma-rays are produced predominantly bremsstrahlung from electrons

that the induced radioactivity of GSa crystal is not a large source of the background

in the electro magnetic shower initiated by the primary cosmic nuclear particles.

for the balloon experiment.

Ling [44] studied the background spectrum from 300 keY up to 10 MeY in detail
using the semiempirical model. He compared it with the result of balloon experiments
54
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5.2

Monte Carlo Calculation

We performed Monte Carlo calculations to study the detector performance for gammarays using EGS4 photon/electron transport code [42]. In EGS4, photoelectric absorption, Rayleigh scattering, Compton scattering and pair production are included down
to 1 keY for photons and 10 keY for electrons.
In the simulation, the 64 well type phoswich counters and 36 CsI( TI) anti counters
are placed inside a sphere. We assume photons are emitted inwards with the photon
index of 1.7. Its surface position and emission direction are chosen to be isotropic.
The photon energy deposit on each of 64 GSOs are recorded for each photon. If
CsI( TI) receives an energy deposit that exceeds the measured threshold(40 keY), the

rn

d;:l

event is rejected.
The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 5.1. Dashed line (denoted as

o
u

WPC) shows the background spectrum where each counter acts independently. The
bump around 500 keY is due to the positron annihilation occurred in the detector
Shield
Leakage

material and one 511 keY photon hits GSO while the other escapes from the counter.
Thick-solid line (denoted as AHP) in Figure 5.1 is the background spectrum when
hits in the surrounding counters registered in the anti hit pattern are used to veto
the background events. The bump due to positron annihilation is suppressed by the

Energy (keY)

anti hit pattern. Two thin-solid lines show its breakdown, the flux entering through
aperture and shield leakage respectively. It is evident that the flux from the aperture
Figure 5.1: The calculated continuum background spectrum and its breakdown.
is a dominant component below 250 keY.
Dashed line shows the background spectrum where each counter acts independently.
Thick-solid line (denoted as AHP) represents the background spectrum when hits

5.3

Comparison with the Observation

The results of the calculation are compared with the observed background spectrum
in Figure 5.2. Data points with error bar are the obsen'ed background spectrum taken
at an altitude of 4g/cm 2

in the surrounding counters registered in the Anti Hit Pattern. Two thin-solid line
show the breakdown of AHP, the flux entering through aperture and shield leakage
respectively.

The dash-dot histogram shows the internal background.

This was obtained when a well-type phoswich counter with PMT was placed in an
enclosure of 5cm Cu and Scm Pb. The dashed line is the result of Monte Carlo
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calculation corresponding to the tbick solid line in Figure 5.1. The solid line is the
sum of the dashed line and the dash-dot line. The overall normalization factor is
adjusted so that the intensity of observed and calculated spectrum agrees.

Calculated Energy Loss Spectrum

Angular distribution of incident background photon direction is assumed to be
uniform. As previously described in Section 5.1.1 the ratio of flux coming from upper
half sphere(zenith angle 0° to 90°) to those from lower half sphere is about 0.3 at 500
keY. This ratio increases as energy decreases. Because the contribution of photons
from lower half sphere on to spectrum is calculated to be less than 4% below 300 keY,
we could ignore the angular dependence if we allow

~

.....

.....

.....

10% error in calculation of the

.....

incident photon flux.
The summed spectrum shape agrees reasonably well with observed one. The ob-

.....

,,

,

, ..........:r,,;=:x:"
..... ,

:E

.....

served spectrum has an excess around 511 keY. This is supposed to be mainly due to
the line gamma-ray at 511 keY in the energy spectrum of atmospheric photon back-

1.

ground. Considering the normalization factor, the incident photon flux corresponds

- - - Calc. Total

to 3.5 x 10-3E-1.7 photons/cm 2 /s/sr/keV. This value is about 60% smaller than that

- - - -

of downward flux obtained by Kinzer[33) at Texas(.>,

~

the cutoff rigidity of the two sites,

~

4.5GV and

~

"

"

I·-~

Result o! EGS

.'

,.,-,(,

. - Internal Background

40°) at an atmospheric depth

of ~ 4g/cm 2 • This difference in the total flux is probably due to the difference in

,,

1

I

Observed Spectrum

l2GV over Texas and Sao Paulo,

respectively.

Energy (keV)

The detector background is broken down to the background from aperture and
internal background in the lower energies. In the higher energies above 250 keY,

Figure 5.2: The calculated continuum background and observed background in

the internal background and the shield leakage dominate. Our simulation and the

Welcome-l detector. The dash-dot histogram is internal background measured in

observed spectrum by Welcome-l shows that anti-coincidence based on the well-type

the cave of Pb(5cm)+Cu(5cm) on the ground. The dashed line represents the result

configuration works properly to reduce the background.

of Monte Carlo simulation. Calc.Total(the solid line) is the sum of the dashed line
and the dash-dot line. The data points with error bar show observed background
spectrum taken at an altitude of 4g/cm 2 •
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1. To know a peak channel at a certain time we accumulated the data of 60 min
duration where that time was located in the center. Then we calculated the
peak channel by computer fitting.
2. We repeated the above procedure by sliding the 60min window in 5min step

Chapter 6

until they covered the entire observation time.
3. We fit these peak channels by spline function denoted as 5(t).

Data Analysis

For example, Figure 6.1 represents the time variation of the gain of 25th counter
obtained in this way. In the figure, bar graph indicates the result of fitting and solid
line is the spline function, 5 25 (t).

We analyze the data taken in the balloon experiment to obtain the incident spectrum

Note that the switching of the detector pointing is known to have changed the

of Cen A. Firstly, to sum 64 spectra from individual counter we calibrate the gain of 64

PMT gain due to the change in the relative direction of the earth's magnetic field.

counters. Secondly, we reduce background events to obtain high signal to noise ratio.

Therefore, we treated the intervals of ON source pointing and OFF source pointing

Thirdly, we study the precised detector dead time before subtracting OFF source

as separate data sets. The difference between ON and OFF is 5% in the Figure 6.1.

spectrum from ON source spectrum. After correcting the subtracted spectrum by
several factors, we obtain the incident spectrum.

In order to adjust the time variation of the gain, we normalized ADC value of the
peak to 1500 using the following equation,

N~(t) = Ni(t) - Pi

6.1

,

Gain Calibration

5 i (t)-Pi

X

1500

(6.1)

where Ni(t) is ADC value of ith channel at time t to be adjusted, Pi is the pedestal
The accurate gain calibration is required to sum all counters spectra. The gain was

value of ADC.

calibrated for every counter by using the peak position of a-decay of 152Gd in GSa.

The calibration procedure is verified in Figure 6.2; the a peak comes out constant

Time variation of the gain is supposed to be caused by two distinct reason. First,

of time and uniform over all 64 counters. The ADC value of the peak in the summed

the light yield of GSa increases as the temperature goes down (-0.5%/degree). Sec-

spectrum over the 64 counters is stable within 0.28%(RMS).

ond, the earth's magnetic field vector at the telescope influences on the gain of the
PMT. This occurred because the electrostatic focussing of the photoelectrons to the
first dynode in the PMT is affected by weak magnetic field.
Since the a-decay rate is very low (0.17±0.003Hz), in order to follow the time

6.2

Data Reduction

The data reduction is the most important part of the analysis. Welcome-l features

variation of the gain we need integrate the data over a time interval longer than

101V

typical observation time scale of 10 min. We introduce the "sliding window method"

Compton scattering or charged particles.

background partly because the data reduction reduces events associated with

as described below by assuming the variation took place smoothly.
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Figure 6.1: Time variation of the overall gain of the No.25 counter.

Figure 6.2: Time variation of peak channel after gain calibration.
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The data reduction is divided into two steps; use of the hit patterns and rejection
of fake PSD trigger using event correlation. In this section, these steps are explained

energy charged particles/photons deposit energy on several counters. Therefore, they
are rejected efficiently by using the super hit pattern bit of the same trigger group.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the reduction using the hit pattern, the

in detail and its effficiencies is also summarized.

background spectrum summed over all counters is integrated as shown in Figure 6.4.

6.2.1

Use of the Hit Patterns

The dashed line is the background spectrum summed over all counters and the thin

In the compound-eye configuration each counter is surrounded by eight neighboring
counters. The Anti hit pattern of the 16 trigger groups of phoswich counters and the
8 groups of surrounding anti counters were recorded for each trigger(Section 3.5.1).
We used this hit pattern to remove Compton background events accompanied by
Compton scattering in neighboring counters, positron annihilation and

/3,

decay of

solid line is the spectrum passed through the reduction. Significant reduction can
be seen over all energy range at a cost of a small increase (S;5%) in the detector
deadtime. The bump around 500 keY due to pair annihilation in material near the
telescope has been reduced by an order of magnitude.
In Figure 6.4, the dotted line shows the combined result of two Hit Patterns. By
using Super Hit Pattern the reduction is 30% below 100 keY but is almost negligible

radioactive isotopes.
We search for the optimum distance within which the anti hit pattern is taken into
account because unnecessary anti rejection merely causes loss of live time. The topleft panel in Figure 6.3 represents the anti hit pattern recorded by the triggers from

in the higher energy region.

6.2.2

Rejection of fake PSD trigger using Event Correlation

one of four counters that belong to the 6th trigger group (M6 denoted in Figure 3.4).

To examine whether fake PSD triggers are fully removed by the use of the hit patterns,

In the figure, the anti hit pattern of surrounding anti counters are not shown for

we introduced "Event Correlation" that we denoted as,

simplicity. Two dimensional histogram represents the real position of the trigger

Time Interval The time interval between consecutive events. A straight line on the

group whose order is shown in the top diagram. The remarkable excess at

~I6

is due

to the coincidence with 3 counters other than the triggering unit.

semi-log plot is expected if the event obeys a simple Poisson statistics with a
constant event rate.

To investigate the degree of coincidence with surrounding trigger groups, we reject
the events that carries

[6 bit of anti hit pattern. The result is shown in the middle-

right panel. There still remains excess in the trigger groups surrounding M6. We
rejected the events with anti hit pattern bit of triggering group itself or those of
the surrounding groups. After removing these events no correlation is shown, which
means that further extension of the anti coincident region was not required.

Channel Correlation Subtraction between unit number of consecutive events. Channel number ranges from 1 to 64, so its subtraction does from -64 to 64. If the
events occur in completely random sequence, triangle shape would be expected
on the plot whose apexes are located on (-64, 0), (64, 0), (0, y) where y is a
point on the vertical axis.

The super hit pattern is introduced to reduce the fake PSD trigger. The analysis

Figure 6.5 shows the event correlations while we observed the background region;

described above is performed for super hit pattern. Bottom-left panel of the Fig-

the left panels are Channel Correlation, and right are Time Interval. The top two

ure 6.3 shows the super hit pattern for MB events and bottom-right shows the events

panels are for all recorded events, when the middle two panels are after the reduction

remaining after the events that carry the NIB bit of the super hit pattern is subtracted.

using the hit pattern. There still remains excess from the expected distributions,

No excess can be seen in this plot. This is a reasonable result considering that high

which suggest there are non-random fake events.
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Figure 6.4: Effects or the data reduction.
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Figure 6.3: Data reduction using the anti hit pattern and the super hit pattern
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It is evident that we had not removed all the fake events after rejecting background
events using the hit patterns. We introduced another reduction to reduce the fake
events. The reduction criteria are as follows,
,0"

Events that follow or proceed an event that occurs in the neighboring
,0'

units within a certain time interval (t>t) should be removed.

ALL

I

,0'
,o'
,0'

Hit Pattern

'0'

j

'0'

Hit Pattern and
Delta T Cut(2ms)

The bottom two panels in Figure 6.5 show the result for t>t =2ms. The two panels
confirms each other that the fake events are removed. Bold solid line in Figure 6.4
is the background spectrum applied by this reduction, which tells us that below 100
keY more than factor of 2 reduction is achieved compared with the spectrum using
only Hit Patterns.

6.3

Dead Time of the detector

Before subtracting the OFF source spectrum from the ON source spectrum, it is
necessary to estimate the overall dead time of the detector system in order to obtain
the absolute flux from the object. The dead time is caused by (1) the veto pulse
from the upper level discriminator (ULD), (2) the data acquisition, and (3) the data
reduction in the offline analysis.

Channel Correlation

Time Interval[ms]

The ULD generates a pulse for 300 l'S when the energy of the input pulse exceeds
the discriminator threshold. The pulse inhibits a trigger to the individual trigger
group and cause the dead time against all 4 counters in the same trigger group. We

Figure 6.5: Left:Channel Correlation. Subtraction between counters id number of

directly measured the duration of the pulse by using the clock pulse (125 Hz). The

consecutive events. Unit number ranges from 1 to 64, so its subtraction does from

dead time due to the veto pulse from the ULD is calcuulated as,

-64 to 64. If the events occur in completely random sequence, triangle shape would

dead time ratio = M[Hz] x 8 x 10- 6 ,

(6.2)

be expected on the plot whose apexes are located on (-64,0), (64,0), (0, y) where y
is a point on the vertical axis. Due to the order of numbering,

I x I~

16 corresponds

where M and 81Lsec are the count rate of the clock pulse and its width, respectively.

to neighbors. Right: Time interval between consecutive events. A straight line on the

The live time ratio (1-the dead time ratio) due to the pulse from the ULD is presented

semi-log plot is expected if the event obeys a simple Poisson statistics with a constant

in the upper panel of Figure 6.7. They are calculated for each observation time

event rate.

interval.
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100
Figure 6.6: The origins of the dead time and the pseudo-event generator.
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the successive data reduciton, we adopted a test pulse module in the data acquisition

40

-

system. The module is called as "pseud-event generator". The pseud-event generator

20

-

In order to estimate the the dead time caused by the data acquisition system and

generates a pseud trigger pulse (3.815Hz). The events are processed in the same

In the data reduction, the dead time is caused by (a) the anti hit pattern (b)
the super hit pattern and (c) Delta t cut. These selections in the omine analysis are
applied to the pseud-triggered events. To calculate the dead time for each well-type
phoswich unit, we regard pseud-triggered event as a certain unit. Since the pseud-

~
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by a following formula:

deadtimeratio = (1 -~) ±
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(6.3)
Figure 6.7: Live time ratio

Here N is the total number of pseudo-events generator and n is the number of events
generated and accepted by the data reduction. The live time which can be calculated
using pseudo-event generator is shown in the lower panel of Figure 6.7. The total live
time ratio is the product of these two components in the ngure.
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event sampled the anti hit pattern and the super hit pattern randomly, the accidental
dead time is calculated by counting the pseudo-events; we can obtain the dead time

-

100

manner as for the normal triggers in the data acquisition system.

--------
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6.4

Factors Affecting the Detection Efficiency

Hard X-ray and gamma-rays from a celestial objects are attenuated through the
atomosphere and materials in front of the detector. Photons may not deposit its full
energy in the detection part. Angluar acceptance (F.O.V) depends on the energy of
incident photons and the incident direction relative to the telescope. We must correct
these factors to derive the incident spectrum from the raw count spectrum.
Atomospheric attenuation of hard X-rays/gamma-rays. Hard X-ray and
Gamma-rays are attenuated by interacting with air. Figure 6.8 shows the mass attenuation coefficients,

T

g/cm 2 , of the air computed by using a computer program
Energy [keV]

PEGS4 [42J. When the detector is at an altitude of dg/cm 2 and an object is at an elevation angle 0, a thickness of air x is calculated to be x = d/ sin O. The attenuateion

Figure 6.8: Attenuation Coefficients for photons in Air

factor f(E) at energy E is given by
zero crossing timing in the PSD are monitored by TAC module and are used to cal(6.4)
In the calculation, the altitude and the elevation angle are averaged over individual

culate the event rate that passes the PSD window for each energy bin. The averaged
efficiency over 64 counters is presented in Figure 6.9. The systematic uncertainty

ON and OFF data set. The systematic uncertainty in this factor is originated from

is estimated from the statistical errors associated with peak position and standard

the error in measureing elevation angle (± 0.05°) and altitude (± 0.02g/cm 2 ). The

deviation in fitting the TAC distribution to gaussian distribution and turns out to be

uncertainty then turns out to be 0.6%.

0.9%.

Full peak efficiency and angular acceptance As has been described in Sec-

Attenuation due to light refiector(BaSO.). On the surface of GSO crystal,

tion 3.8.4, we calculated the energy deposit in the GSO crystal for hard X-rays and

BaSO. is painted as a light reflector. This causes the attenuation of incident photons

gamma rays with Monte Cairo program EGS4. In the simulation the incident photons

as shown in Figure 6.9. The surface density of BaSO. was measured after the flight

are generated in the direction set at the measured separation angles relative to the

and the cross-section is calculated using PEGS4 code. From the error in measure-

line of view of the telescope. Using the angles presented in Table 4.1, the calculations

ing the weight of BaSO. (41.4±0.5g from 64 pieces of GSO crystal), the systematic

are performed for each 0

uncertainty in the factor is estimated to be 0.9%.

SOurce interval. The obtained response factor as a func-

tion of energy during the observation No.5 is shown in Figure 6.9. The systematic
uncertainty is as much as 3% in the calculation as is shown in Section 3.8.

The total efficiency is the product of these factors and is shown in Figure 6.9. The
systematic uncertainties in factors are demonstrated in the 9th energy bin. Among

Inefficiency due to the PSD window. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, a frac-

them, the largest uncertainty is in the calculation of "full peak efficiency and angular

tion of clean hits on GSO may not pass the PSD window, when the temperature

acceptance" (3%). The total efficiency is the product of these individual factors The

of the crystal goes down at the ceiling altitude. We estimate the fraction of hard

systematic uncertainty is estimated to be 3.3% in total.

X-rays/gamma-rays which is cut away by the PSD window. The distribution of the
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Figure 6.10: The ON and OFF source spectra obtained during the observation of Cen
1

0.5

a

A summed over 64 counters. One bin in the histogram corresponds to be 9.7 keY.
source interval in the

observation of Cen A. The systematic uncertainties in factors are demonstrated in

Observation time is 5040 sec for ON source and 4800 sec for OFF source. Upper right
panel shows the time variation of integrated counts between 100 keY and 200 keY.

the 9th energy bin (indicated by the arrow). Among them, the largest uncertainty is
in the calculation of "full peak efficiency and angular acceptance" (3%). The total

6.5

Energy Spectrum of Cen A

efficiency is the product of these individual factors The systematic uncertainty is
We present the ON source and OFF source spectra summed o'·er the 64 counters

estimated to be 3.3% in total.

in Figure 6.10. The total time of ON and OFF source observation is 5040 sec and
4800 sec, respectively. The OFF source spectrum is scaled by a factor of ::; in
the figure. Upper-right panel in the Figure shows the time variation of integrated
counts between 100 keY and 200 keY and the pointing operation. These two figures
demonstrate that the signal-to-background ratio for the observation of Cen A is about
15% in the energy range 100-200 keY.
Using the dead time derived in Section 6.3, the O~ source and OFF' source spec74
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Figure 6.12: The incident energy spectrum of Cen A observed by Welcome-l detector
on November 19, 1991

Figure 6.11: (a)The background subtracted spectrum. The spectrum is obtained
simply by adding nine subtracted spectrum, and is not corrected for the detection

for the efficiency factors (Section 6.4). The horizontal lines indicate the averaged

efficiency. The energy bin is chosen so that the ratio of the error associated with

count rates in each energy band. The nine points are consistent with a constant flux.

count rate(ll.y) over count rate(y) has similar value in each energy bin (ll.y/y

~

20%). (b)The detection efficiency is shown for comparison. The error shown in the
figure is the systematic uncertainty described in Section6.4.
trum are corrected separately before the latter is subtracted from the former. In
Figure 6.11(a) we present the background subtracted spectrum. The spectrum is
obtained simply by adding nine subtracted spectrum. The spectrum is not corrected
for the detection efficiency and is "raw" spectrum. The energy bin is chosen so that
the ratio of the error associated with count rate(ll.y) over count rate(y) has similar
value in each energy bin (ll.y/y

~

20%).

6.6

Energy Spectrum of the Crab Nebula

We used the Crab Nebula/Pulsar as a calibration source to calibrate the absolute
flux. The period of the observation was , however, devoted to the calibration of
the pointing accuracy of the telescope using our star camera.

In this calibration

period, the Crab Nebula/Pulsar was observed 11 0 degrees away from the line of
insight of the detector. Figure 6.14 shows the energy spectrum of the Crab Nebula
plus Pulsar in 1410s observation time when the telescope pointed 11 degrees away

These nine spectra are corrected for the effcinecy factors prepared for each time
interval as described in the previous section. Summing these spectra, the spectrum
of Cen A is obtained as presented in Figure 6.12.

from the Crab Nebula/Pulsar. The analysis was carried out along with the procedure
described in the previous Sections. The spectrum reasonably agrees with the reported
measurements by other experiments [48].

Figure 6.13 shows the time variations of the count rate. integrated between 53
keVand 116 keV (a), 116 keV and 271 keV (b). The data in the figure were corrected
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Cen A Observation by Ginga

(b)
116-271 keY

0.25
0.00
10
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We observed Cen A to study X-ray spectra by Large Area Counter(LAC) [49] on

Time (BLT)

Figure 6.13: Time variation of integrated counts rate between 53 keY and 116 keY (a),

board Ginga satellite [50].

116 keY and 271 keY (b). The data in the figure were corrected for the efficiencies.

7.1

Instrumentation

The LAC consists of eight indentical proportional counters with a total area of
0

4000cm 2 which covers the energy range 1.5-37 keY. The field of view is 1.08 x2.0°
Spectral Index -2.27 ± 0.07
flux at lOOkeV (5.70 ± 0.19) x 10-' (cm- Zs- 1keV- 1)

(FWHM). The efficiency of the LAC is shown in Figure 7.1 where solid line denoted

10- 3

as "TOP+MID" is applicable to the observation of Cen A. A Detail description of
LAC is presented in Turner el at. [49].

>
-;

5

7.2

10- 4
.<:

Observation

Ginga observed Cen A on i\[arch 8~9, 1989 and February 7~9, 1990. Six LACs out

0..

of 8 were used in the observation; the total geometrical area was 3000cm'- Removing
the time interval when the background counting rate was high, we prepared useful 7
10- 5

10 2

data set (two set in 1989 and five set in 1990) for spectral analysis(Table 7.1). Detail

Energy [keY)

Figure 6.14: Energy Spectrum of the Crab Nebula/Pulsar in 14105 observation time

descriptions about selecting time intervals and background subtraction are presented

when the telescope pointed 11 degrees away from Crab Nebula/Pulsar (~300 mCrab

by Kano [51]. Using the count rate spectra, we carry out the spectra analysis of Cen

emissions) .

A in X-ray range (Section 8.2).
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7.3

Analysis of the X-ray Spectra

We use the standard method adopted by Ginga group in the an lysis of X-ray spectra. A trial model function is assumed for the X-ray spectra: then fold it through
the response matrix and make a trial spectrum. We compare it with the observed
spectrum by means of the least X Z method. The spectral parameters are determined
by minimizing the XZ of the fit.
We prepared several model functions to account for the observed spectrum. They
includes
1. Power law spectrum for the continuum emission

2. Absorption due to the matter along the line of sight
3. Gauss function for the emission line
4. Thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum

Figure 7.1: The efficiency of the LAC. Solid line denoted as "TOP+MID" is applicable
to the observation of Cen A.

Among them the absorption(No. 2) is introduced as a multiplicative factor expressed as,
(7.1)
where nH is equivalent hydrogen column [cm-zJ and a is the photoelectric cross section

Observations

Observed Date

using Wisconsin [52]. The thermal bremmsstrahlung spectrum(No. 4) is based on
Exposure [sec]
the Kellogg, Baldwin and Koch polynomial fits to the Kanzas and Latter numerical

Mar. 3,1989

6049.3

Mar. 3,1989

12981.1

values [531.

Feb. 7,1990

3772.3

Feb. 8,1990

4164.4

Feb. 8,1990

4721.9

Feb. 8,1990

2186.6

Feb. 9, 1990

7691.3

The fits to the data are described in Section 8.2.

Table 7.1: The observation log for Cen A by Ginga.
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Model

Chapter 8

Single Power Law

11.3/10

7.2± 0.4

2.06±0.1O

Broken Power Law

4.3/8

7.4± 0.4

1.84±0.15

186±24

3.7+~:~

Table 8.1: The best fit parameters for the hard X-ray spectrum of Cen A. The
parameters are defined in Equation (8.1) and (8.2).

Results and Discussion

where E b is the break point in the spectrum, and (YI and (Y2 are photon indexes below
and above the break respectively. The best fit gives 4.3/8 for X2/dof (Table 8.1).
According to the F TEST [54], the 0.59 reduction in \:"2 per degree of freedom generally

8.1

has only 0.3% chance of being exceeded by random data, and thus favors the break

Hard X-ray Spectrum of Cen A (40-600 keY)

in the spectrum. The confidence level is 33 % for X2/dof= 11.3/10, however, and it

We analyze the spectra of Cen A obtained in the balloon experiment (Figure 6.12)

is hard to exclude the single power law model from from the hard X-ray spectrum

to gain insight about the radiation mechanism of AGN. As is reviewed in Chapter 2,

alone.

the radiation mechanism is characterized by its spectral shape.

Even when the systematic uncertainty associated with the detection efficiency

The continuum emission of AGN is known to have a power law shape below 100

(3.3%, see Section 6.4) is involved with the statistical errors of the spectrum, the

keY, we firstly fit the observed spectrum to the single power law expressed as,

F = I(E/100t o"

confidence level does not change significantly, 36% for the single power law fit.
(8.1)

8.2

X-ray Spectrum of Cen A (2-30 keY)

where 1 is the photon flux at 100 keY in [photons/cm 2/sec/keYI and (YI is the power
The emission from Cen A in the X-ray region is studied using the spectrum obtained

law index. The best fit values for the parameters and their associated errors are shown
in the first row of Table 8.1. The best fit gives X2=11.3 (degree of freedom (dof) of

by Ginga. We carry out fits for the data along the standard Ginga method described

10). The measured intensity at 100 keY is higher by ~ 60% than that observed by

in Section 7.3. Since the intrinsic absortion was reported in Cen A by other exper-

the POI<ER on May 1989 [30], the most recent obselTation in hard X-ray range.

iments [27, 551, we firstly fit the data to power law with absorption. The result for
the Observation 3 is shown in Figure 8.1(a). The fit gives X2/dof = 1565/33 and is

Secondly, we apply fit to the broken power law. The broken power law model
is not a model derived from physical processes at the emission site, but rather an

not acceptable. In the residual plot, one can see the emission feature around 7 keY

empirical model to describe the spectrum. It is expressed as,

and low energy excess below

o,

F _ { 1(E/100t
IE)o,-o,)(£/100)-O,

~

3 keY.

We then add two components to the model function: a gaussian function for

£:::: E b
£ > £b

the emission feature and bremsstrahlung for the low energy excess. The best fit

(8.2)

parameters and associated errors are listed in Table 8.2. The center energy of the
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Figure 8.1: X-ray Spectrum of Cen A. Fits to models (Observation 3)
'l.Current statistic

=

using

45.59

36 PHA bins.

emission line is consistent with the line from the Fe fluorescence emission.
Throughout the seven observations(Observation 1~ 7), the spectra show a power

Table 8.2: Best fit parameters for X-ray data obtained Ginga (Observation 3)

law shape with absorption by nH = 1.6 x 1023 cm -2 below 10 keY.
We now concentrate on the variability of the power law component with time.
Table 8.3 summarizes the results of fits to the power law for the 7 observations.
Although the power law intensity varies by about 30% within a day, the photon
index of the power law spectrum remains stable at around 1.80 (1.79 - 1.82) for all 7
observations.
We unfold the Ginga spectra in order to compare them spectra with the hard

Observations
Power Law 1ntensity(J)

4.4

5.0

5.4

4.9

4.6

3.9

5.0

Photon Index( a)

1.79

1.80

1.79

1.82

1.81

1.81

1.81

Absorption (nH)

1.64

1.64

1.57

1.55

1.61

1.57

1.54

X-ray spectrum. The result for the third data set is presented in Figure 8.2. The
thin line is the best fit model to the power law with the absorption(a = 1.79,nH =
1.57 x 10 23 cm- 2 ).

Table 8.3: Best fit parameters for X-ray data obtained by Ginga; including power law
intensity(J) of 1-10 keY interval [1O-lOerg/cm 2 /s), photon index(a), column density
of hydrogen (nH) [x10 23 cm- 2 j at each time interval. Errors for each parameter is as
much as 0.2 for J, 0.02 for a and 0.08 for nH, respectively at 90 % confidence.
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8.3

Results of Combined Spectrum

In this section, we compare the hard X-ray data obtained by Welcome-I with X-ray
data by Ginga and study the wide-band energy spectrum from 10 keY to 600 keY.

Cen A

Among the seven sets of X-ray data, we choose the one obatined in Observation-3

10- 2

because the absolute flux extrapolated to Welcome-I energy range(40keV to 150keV)
reaches 60% in intensity as shown in Figure 8.2. The photon index determined for
this data set is a = 1.79 ± 0.01 while that for Welcome-I spectrum from 40 keY to

10- 3

190 keY gives a = 1.8±0.14: they coincide with each other perfectly well.
We assume that the photon spectrum of Cen A extended with the photon index

a = 1.8 from the Welcome-I region down to the Ginga region at the time of WelcomeI observation. This assumption is natura.l when we consider the observational fact
for Cen A that the photon index of the power law component remains stable even the
absolute intensity changes largely [9]. as has been reviewed in Section 2.6.2; below ~
100 keY the photon index have been distributed within narrow range of

1.6~1.8

for

past two decades. We analyze the combined spectrum under this assumption.

I'

>Q)
~

I'()

10- 4

-""~~'"

Ginga
FEB-1990

Q)

",'I "
S
()

'"

10- 5

~

.30
..c::
p..

Firstly, we fit hard X-ray spectrum to the single power law with the photon index

10- 6

obtained from the Ginga (ae = 1.79). The fit gives X2 =18.7 for hard X-ray range (40
keY - 600 keY) and it is inconsistent at 6.7% confidence level (dof=II)(Figure 8.3).
Even if we take the systematic uncertainty of 3.3% into account, the confidence level
remains 7.4%.
To obtain better representation of the data we apply the fit to the broken power

10- 7
10 0

10 1

10 2
Energy [keY]

law expressed as Equation(8.2). The result is presented in Figure 8.4. The break
point in the spectrum is determined to be E b =184 ± 22 keY when we fix the photon
index of the lower energy portion to be ae. The photon index above the break is
(>

= 3.7:6:~ (X =4.4, dof=9 for hard X-ray part). Table .3 lists the results of the

Figure 8.2: Comparison with Ginga data. The thin line is the best fit model of power
law spectrum with absorption(a =1.79,llH = (1.57

X

10 23 ) to the combined spectrum

2

fits.

(10-600 keY). and the bold line is the same extended to the Welcome-l energy range
with 60 % increase in intensity. The value of 60% was determined as the result of

The value of ae is indicated as horizontal line in Figure 2.7 and 2.9. Note that

fitting of the Welcome-I spectra with fixed a of 1.79

if we use the mean index of 1.7 inferred from past observations (Section 2.6.2), the
single power law fit is inconsistent at 1.2% confidence level and the break is stressed
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Figure 8.3: Fitting with single power law

Figure 8.4: Fitting with broken power law
the spectra steepen quantitatively. Therefore, we will discuss the implications from

2

Model

X

dof

Single Power Law

18.7/11

Broken Power Law
Model
Comptonization

I"

01

6.7± 0.3

1.79

4.4/9

7.4± 0.4

1.79

X2 /dof

I"

4.9/10

7.6±0.5

/

Eb(keV)

02

the break for both models.
184±22

3.7~b:~

8.4.1

Thermal Comptonization in the Accretion Disk

kTe(keV)
2.9941

56.9~;:~

a) Intensity at 100 keY (xlO- 5 cm- 2 s- 1 keV- 1 ), b) Energy at break point
Table 8.4: The parameters obtained by spectrum fits to model functions

The break in the power law spectrum can be explained by Comptonization of soft
photons by mildly relativistic electrons in the hot accretion disk (kTe

Titarchuk

further.

>a

few 10 keY).

The hard X-ray spectrum is fitted with the Comptonization model by Sunyaev and

[31 (See Section 2.4. I). According to the model, the spectrum is described in

terms of the electron temperature (kTe ) and ,. An index of a power law approximation

8.4

Implications on the Emission Mechanism

to the data for E b
is calculated from

Ct

= h + 9/4)1/2 -

1/2. We use,

= 2.99 which

= 1.79. The result is presented in Figure 8.5.

The best fit

< kTe

is given by

Ct

The main conclusion derived in the previous sections is that the energy spectrum of

parameter is the temperature of kTe = 56.9~;:~. For a spherical geometry, an optical

Cen A shows a break around 200 keY. The constraint on the emission mechanism can

depth is given by,
'Jr2 meC 2 - -

be set by the spectral feature around break poin t: Comptonization predicts exponential decline above the break while the SSC model predicts more smooth decline. Due
to the limited statistics in the data of the present study it is difficult to discuss how

88

3kT,
and becomes

T

= 2.5

± 0.2.

The electron temperatlll'e and the optical thickness extracted from our observa-

89

tion allows us to make a reasonable guess about the physical condition of the X-ray
emitting region within the frame work of the standard picture of the accretion disk.
To keep the accretion disk stable the rate of electron-ion energy exchange and the
rate of inverse Compton cooling must be balanced. The rate of electron-ion energy
exchange is expressed by Spitzer [56] :
(8.3)

10- 3

Sunyaev and Titarchuk
>

"

(7.6±O.5)X10- 5
-y 2.99 (Fix)
kT e 56.9~~:~ keY

.>:
()

"I'""

10- 5

§

j

where n. and n p are number density of electrons and ions, respectively and t •• is the
relaxation time.

10- 4

aT

is Thomson scattering cross section (=6.65xIO- 25 cm 2 ) and InA

is the Compton logarithm ("=' 20 in the present case). This expression is valid for
two-body relaxation in the non-relativistic case.
In the steady-state, above heating rate must be balanced with the rate of inverse
Compton cooling which is given by [15]:

10- 6

P.

(8.4)

2
X / d . o .f .=5.9/10
10- 7

In Equation(8.4) Uph is the radiation energy density; if the source is optically thick to

10 2

Energy [keY]

scattering, then diffusion enhances the radiation energy density which becomes [57]
L

Uph = 47rR2 c (1

+ T/3),

(8.5)

where L is the observed luminosity and R is the size of the emission region.
By equating Equation(8.3) and (8.4), n. becomes

n.=1.2xI0

-6

kT.
kTp ~ kT. (
/ ) L
(m.c 2 +m c2 )'m.c 2 l+T 3Ji2'

(8.6)

p

Figure 8.5: Fitting with Sunyaev and Titarchuk[3] model
where we assume that n p = n•.

On the other hand, using the optical thickness

T,

n. is given by

(8.7)
By substituting measured electron temperature of kT. = 57 keY and optical thickness

T

= 2.5, the relations between Rand n. are calculated from Equation ( 8.6).

Equation ( 8.7) gives another constraint on Rand n •.
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The luminosity L caluculated from the photon spectrum obtained in this study

GHz and at X-ray energies greater than 20 keY. They reported that the variations in

is 1.4 x 1043erg/ s. Here we integrated the Comptonization spectrum (Figure 8.5) in

X-ray observations did not follow those in the radio band. This means that the link

(4.r:g:3) x

the energy range over 2 keY. Then, R becomes

101lcm and no becomes

± 0.5)

x 1012cm-3 respectively. Here we assumed that kTp = 100 MeV (See Sec-

tion 2.4.1).

ote that R obtained here corresponds to (13:;) x R, which is calculated

(9.1

under the assumption that the observed luminosity reaches the Eddington limit. The
errors associated with R, no R, are from the statistical errors with To and

cantly smaller than the upper limit 10 13 ~ 10 15 cm placed by the previous observations

In the calculation, we assumed kTp = 100 MeV. It is however difficult to estimate

f,.R _ 3

(8.8)

and T; is~. Here, we fix the luminosity L and the optical

thickness. This suggests that the uncertainty of

T;

results in the same order of that

of R as far as T; has the similar value as T; [591.

sse

and gamma-ray range. Gehrels et al. obtained the flux from Cen A on November

keY [61]. On October 1982, the MPI Compton Telescope detected the gamma-ray

the source was 4.1<7 [621. The combination of the MPI data with the limit set by SAS

f,.T;

R - 2T; + T;'

The

We compare our results with the results of previous observations in the hard X-ray

from Cen A in the energy range 700 keY to 10 MeV whose statistical significance of

the exact value of T p • The uncertainty of R is calculated is expressed as,

8.4.2

Comparison with Other Observations

1981 by Low Energy Gamma-Ray Spectrometer(LEGS) in the energy range 70-500

of X-ray intensity variation [55, 58J.

$

8.5

T.

The size of the hard X-ray emitted region obtained from our observation is signifi-

where T; is

between these two components is weak and the SSC model does not apply to the Cen
A emission mechanism.

2 [31] and COS B [32] above 35 l\leV suggests that the spectrum of Cen A had once
steepened somewhere around 10 l\!eV. These data are shown in Figure 8.6 together
with the data of the present experiment.
Figure 8.6 suggests that over ~200 keY the photon index of the spectrum of Cen
A have varied with time. If the power law spectrum continued to ~ 10 l\!eV in the
past as in the MPI observation, the break point must have moved left some time

Model

between 1982 and 1991.
As has been reviewed in Section 2.4.2, the SSC model assumes that non-thermal

Within the frame work of the Comptonization model, change in the break point is

electrons produce soft photons (e.g. radio - IR) via synchrotron radiation in mag-

tied to change in electron temperature. Since the change in luminosity is small, this

netic fields and then the synchrotron photons are scattered to hard photons (X-

suggests that the source was more optically-thin and the emission region was larger

rays/Gamma-rays) by the same electrons. Several authors considered the SSC model

at the time of the MPI observation.

for the source model of Cen A [28, 27, 601. Their discussions are mainly based on
the similarity of the spectral indices in the radio-IR and X-rays of the spectrum. The
photon index obtained by our observation (1.79) is consistent with those used in their
models(a = 1.3 ~ 1.8).
In order to verify the SSC model however simultaneous multi-frequency observations must detect the correlation between the fluxes in the two wave bands. Beall

et al. carried out such observation at radio frequencies of 10.i, 31.4, 85.2, and 89
92
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Chapter 9
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100 keY was found to have increased by
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(15-150 keY) by POKER in

t
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B

The hard X-ray and gamma-ray (40-600 keY) spectrum of Cen A was observed with
the Welcome-I, which is newly developed and on-board a balloon on 19 November
1991. The observed flux at 100 keY was 7.2±0.4 photons/cm 2 /s/keY. The intensity at

0

..c:
0-

~!ay

~

60 % since the latest hard X-ray observation

1989. The spectrum shape is best reproduced by a

broken power law shape.
10- 9

To study X-ray spectra of Cen A from 2 keY to 30 keY we also analyzed the data
obtained with LAC on board Ginga. Above 10 keY the spectra are well characterized

10- 10
000-0

10- 11 ;;----1-o-';-1---~1~0~2:--.......J!-J-l
0-:3::-----1~OL4----1y
..0.J5 ,..,.,
10 0
Energy [keV]

by a power law shape with

Ci

= 1.8. The Fe emission line is also visible at 6.4±0.1

keY.
We analyzed the combined spectrum of Cen A under the asumption that the
photon spectrum of Cen A extends with the photon index

Ci

= 1.8 from the Welcome-

1 region down to the Ginga region at the time of Welcome-1 observation.
Figure 8.6: Comparison with Other Observations

This

assumption is consistent with the observational fact for Cen A that the photon index
of the power law component remains stable e,'en the absolute intensity changes largely.
The result indicates that there is a break at 18.5 ± 22 keY. The spectrum is fitted
with the broken power law model, one photon index is
the other is

Ci2

Cit

= 1.79 up to 184 keY and

= 3. 7~6:~ above the break.

The indexes obtained by other previous measurements in the 10 keY to a few
hundred keY are harder than the ones observed by the Ginga satellite: If we take
94
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the harder or flatter spectrum, the break in the spectrum is more pronounced. We

required. The analysis of the background shows that the well-type phoswich config-

conclude from these analysis that the spectrum is very likely to have a break around

uration works properly to reduce the background. To improve the sensitivity of the

150-200 keV at the time of Welcome-l observation.

detector, we propose for the future observation (1) to narrow the opening angle to

The observed break can be accounted for by the thermal Comptonization model.

reduce the background from the aperture, (2) to develop purer GSa to reduce the

With the Sunyaev-Titarchuk Comptonization model in the hot accretion disk, the

internal background, (3) to employ the higher density scintillator( e.g. BGO) as the

present data determines the electron temperature and the optical thickness to be

shield part to reduce the background leaking through the shield.

kT,

= 56.9~;:~ keV and T = 2.5 ± 0.2 as

the best fit values of our data.

Assuming the two temperature disk model proposed by Shapiro et al. for the
center of Cen A, we obtain the size of emission region ( R) and the density of electrons
(n,) to be R = (4.1~g:3)

the luminosity of 1.4 x

X 10II cm

1043 erg/ s

and n, = (9.1

± 0.5) x

1012 cm -3.

Here we use

caluculated from the spectrum by Welcome-I. The

proton temperature is fixed at kTp = 100 MeV. The obtained valueof R is significantly
smaller than the upper limit (10 13

-

10 15 cm) placed by the previous X-ray intensity

variation. Assuming that the luminosity reaches the Eddington limit, R becomes
about 13 times of the gravitational radii. The Fe fluorescence line observed in the
present Ginga data gives a strong evidence that the emission is from the accretion
disk. Thus, it is very likely that we directly view the the central power house, a super
massive blackhole.
Several authors considered the SSC model as the emission mechanism of Cen A.
Their discussions are mainly based on the similarity of the spectral indexes between
the radio-IR and X-rays of the spectrum. The photon index obtained in the present
study (1.79) is consistent with those used in their models. The recent results of multifrequency observations by Beall et al., however, do not favor the SSC model for Cen
A, and we presume that the thermal Comptonization model is more likely the case.
Comparison of our spectrum with other observations in hard X-ray and gammaray range implies that the break point moves downwardly from
~

~

5 MeV (1982) to

200 keV in our observation(1991).
The present study suggests that the hard X-ray and gamma-ray observation can

reveal a clue to clarify the features of the emission of AGN. In order to have further insight to AGN, more sensitive observations in hard X-ray and gamma-ray are
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Abstract
We have developed a new kind of phoswich counters that
are capable: of detecting low flux hard X-ray /"Y-ray from
localized sources. The counter consists of a small inorganic scintillator with a fast decay time (the detection

part) glued to the interior bottom surface of a well-shaped
block of another inorganic scintillator with a slow decay

time (the shielding part). The well-shaped shielding part
acts as an active collimator as well as an active shield.
The whole assembly is viewed by a phototube from the
exterior bottom surface of the shielding part. By using
an appropriate pulse-shape discriminator (PSD), hard Xrays/gamma-rays that have deposited energy only in the
detection part can be selected.
The first model counter was built by using a new scintillator (GSa) in the detection part and CsI(Tl) in the shielding part. A detector system consisting of 64 such phoswich
counters (total area _740cm 2 ) was flown on board a bal-

loon, setting a limit to the "Co line flux from SN 1987 A
at around 10- 4 cm- 2 s. The sensitivity for continuum flux
was around a few x10- 6 cm- 2 s- 1 key-l between 100 and

200keV.
Efforts to lower the sensitivity further are underway. In
the second model, CsI(Tl) was replaced by BGO and radioactive contaminations in GSa were reduced. More improvements are to be made in near future to reach a sensitivity (3u) around 5x 1O-7 cm -2 s - 1 key-l for continuum.

1.

WELL-TYPE PHOSWICH COUNTER

The sensitivity of celestial hard X-ray and "'(-ray detectors are limited by the background counting rate. In most
cases the signal is extracted by subtracting the off-source
data from the on-source data. For low flux sources, the
SIN ratio in the on-source data is below 1% and the statistical fluctuation in the background sets the sensitivity.
Under such circumstances the detector sensitivity can be

improved in the following two ways: by enlarging the area.
to attain higher statistics for the data; or by reducing the
background counting rate. The new phoswich counter presented here point to the latter direction.
To reduce the background we have to shield the detector from various external sources and reduce internal
background sources. The external radiations are shielded
by a planar active shield in a phoswich configuration: in
some cases with St· palate active collimators. The well-type
phoswich integrates these two parts by making a deep well
out of an inorganic scintillator (Fig.1a). This configuration not only facilitates long active collimation essential in
reducing the external background but also provides with
a nearly 411" anti-counter for internal f3 - "'( background as
will be shown belr,w.
The well-type phoswich counter has a simple shape and
operates at a reduced counting rate by itself. Many units
can be assembled in the compound-eye configuration as
shown in Fig.lb. Here each unit is surrounded by eight
neighbors which can be used as additional active shields.
For the well-type phoswich counter, the light-collection
efficiency in the weU becomes important. The detection

part is viewed, typically, through 8cm of CsI(Tl) (the 1st
model) or Bcm of BGO (the 2nd model). The light emitted at the tip of the collimation part must travel 22cm and
27.5cm , respectivdy, to reach the phototube. We obtained
excellent light collection efficiency for the two model counters. In the third model being designed now the depth of
the BGO well is 35cm. The pulse shape discriminator becomes very important too: it must work very effectively
because the percentage of clean hits on the detection part
decreases in propf)rtion to the ratio of the volume of the
detection part to that of the shielding part.
We note here Sflme thoughts about the optimum combination of the two phoswich scintillalors in reducing the
background. The detection part need to have a faster decay time than the ..;hiclding part , otherwise two consecutive
hits in the shielding part may simulate clean hits on the
detection part at an appreciable rale. BGO is the best
scintillator for active shielding today.
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Figure 1: The first model of the well-type phoswich counter and the compound-eye confuguration nWelcome_l tl •

The problem left to us is to find a scintillator that has both
a fast decay time (~300ns) and a high light yield (comparable with NaI(Tl)). These thoughts led us to choose the
new inorganic scintillator, GSO (Gd 2 SiO s doped by Ce)
developed by Hitachi Chemical (see Table 1) [1.2] for the
detection part.
Through the tests on the models and the data taken by
a detector ("Welcome-I") flown on a balloon, we learned

GSO, on the otht~r hand, is allenuated to .....50% in the
shielding part: CsI(Tl) attenuates light significantly near
the peak of the GSO emission spectrum (-410nm). With
the first Gsa samples (Mkl), the light yield measured by
the photo-tube was typically 25% of Nal(Tl): corresponding to an energy "'solution (fwhm) around 8.5% for 662keV
gamma-rays. In the well of the first model, however. the
resolution deteriorated to . . . . 12%.

that the following two points are most important in lowering the background: reduction of internal radioactive impurities and the angular acceptance of the counter. This
report will describe what we have accomplished until now
and what we plan to do in near future on these points.

(a)Wilhoul PSD gate
10000
1:7500
~

Table I Characteristics of Some Inorganic Scintillators
J

Density[g/cm ]
Decay Time[ns]
Rad. Length[em]
Light Yield (PT)
Index Refr.
Hydroscopic?

GSO
6.7
60
1.38
35
1.85
no

CsI(Tl)
4.5
1050
1.85
60
1.80
little

Nal(Tl)
3.7
230
2.59
100
1.85
yes

BGO
7.1
300
1.12
12
2.15
no

85000
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II.

THE FIRST MODEL
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The first model counter has been made using CsI(Tl) in

the shielding part and GSO (Cd 2 SiO, doped by 0.5%mol
Ce) [1,2] in the detection part (Fig.la). Welcome-l was
made of 64 such units and 36 CsI(Tl) shields (Fig.lb).
In the first model the light emitted at the tip of the
Csl(Tl) well is attenuated only by 5-10% when it reaches
the photo-tube (Hamamatsu RI847-05). The light from

Figure 2: Energy -.pectra obtained by the first model when
irradiated by 51c.) and 22Na:(a) Before the PSD filtering

(the upper curve) and after the PSD filtering (the lower
curve); (b) The enlargement of the lower curve in (a).
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A.

PuIJe Shape DiJcrimination

In the first model,

1.1 x 10"y) and a broad enhancement around 800keV-

the clean hits on the detection

part (GSO) is selected from those on the shielding part
(CsI(Tl)) by a new pulse shape discriminator (PSD) [3).
In the PSD, the signal is amplified to form the uni-, bi- and
triple-polar pulses. The time elapse between the 1st and
2nd zero-crossings of the triple-polar pulse is dependent on
the decay time of the scintillation light. The timing window is set to select clean hits on the GSO crystal. This
PSD is described in a separate paper [3J.
The spectrum shown in Fig.2a is the pulse-height distribution of all hits registered in Wecome-l. The two line
spectra (5llkeV and 122keV) of the sources are buried in
the hits on the shielding part. After the PSD filtering, the
two line features become apparent (Fig.2b).

was about 80-90'70 higher than calculated and that of the
uranium and thorium decays corresponded roughly to the
measured contaminations of about 2ppb in weight. This
implies that there are almost equal number of 13 - '"Y decays
in the low energy part.

ImprovementJ Made

C.

Higher purity (99.999'70) Gd,OJ (U and Th less than Ippb)
was obtained and the Mk2 crystals were made.

The

broad peak around 800keV-l.2MeV decreaced by 30-50'70
(the histogram ill Fig.3). Lowering impurities in GSO

LimitationJ

B.

1.2MeV due to the Q decays in the uranium and thorium
decay chains. The counting rate under the 152Gd peak

has brought us a substantial increase in the light yield.

When the number of photo-electrons becomes low (E S
50keV) background pulses from CsI(TI) begin to pass
through the PSD filter when the time distribution of pho-

The Mk2 crystals give out about 35% of the yield from
NaI(Tl). The energy resolution of the stand alone crystal (l.8x 1.8x 1.5cm J ) is around 7.0% at 662keV. Furhter

toelectrons fluctuates extremely. This set the minimum

analysis showed that the U and Th contaminations are

detectable energy limit for the first model counter with

very high in CeO, (I.4ppm and 5.4ppm respectively). We

this PSD circuit. As will be discussed below, this limit

are now requesting for higher purity Gd 2 a 3 (U and Th <

can be pushed down to -30keV by adopting a different
PSD scheme.

0.3ppb) and CeO, (U and Th

+

>

:Ekg-Wln.

1 '~\~.:'
"-

;;-.

10- 4

E

< 10ppb).

The well-type fonfiguration serves to reduce the back-

ground by f3 - -y decays. In Fig.4 the background of a
Mk2 crystal with ilnd without a CsI(Tl) well is compared.
It is evident that lhe well-type configuration substantially
reduces the internal {3 - "Y background and the cosmicray background. This is interpreted as due to the fact
that chance is very high for at least one gamma-ray hit
the shielding part for (3 - '"Y cascade decays. This implies
similar reduclion for the background due to the nuclear
activation in spac(:.
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Limitations in the sensitivity comes from internal rdioactivities found in the Mkl GSa crystals. The spectrum
shown by + marks in Fig.3 was obtaincd whcn a GSa

crystal (Mkl: 3.4x3.4x l.Ocm J ) was attached to the photo-

tube and placed in an enclosure made of Scm Cu and
Scm Pb. [n this spectrum l contamination of radioactive
isotopes in Gsa is apparent. The spectrum include a

peak around 300-400keV (calibrated by -y-rays) due mostly
to 152Gd(abundance=0.2'70, 2.14MeV a decay, half-life
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Figure 6: Counting rate variation when the crab neb·
ula/pulsar cross the detector opening.

D.

Balloon Flight

Welcome-l

was

flown

onhoard

a

balloon

from

the

INPE balloon base in Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil
in 1990.
The background spectra observed at
the lowest rate (a1titude-I-5km) and at the ceiling
(altitude-31km-4.0mb) are compared with the one obtained in the Pb(5cm)/Cu(5cm) cave on the ground in
Fig.5. Note that the background rate at the minimum
is roughly the same as that measured in the Pb and Cu
cave. The increase at the ceiling altitude is consistent with
estimations of the flux generated in the earth atomosphere
[4J: a part from the opening (hwhm: 1.4x 1.4deg') and tbe
other through the CsI(Tl) shield.
The potentiality of the well-type phoswich detector is
borne Qut in Fig.5: The intrinsic background rale is a

few x JO-s /cm' Is/keY. This point is also demonstrated
by the SIN ratio for the Crab nebula/pulsar taken during
a pointing operation (Fig.6). We note here that atomosphere (4g/sin40') attenuates the signal by a factor around
2.0-2.5: Should this attenuation go away as for a satelite
observation, the SIN ratio will be greater than 1.

In the second model, the Mk2 GSa crystals were used.
The scintillation decay time is shorter for BGO than for
CsI(Tl) (Table 1) and the PSD used with the first model
[3) will not reliahly work. Another PSD in which the
photo-tube signal is integrated by two amplifiers with dif-

ferent time constasts (T -lOOns and 500ns) is used in
the second model.

In Fig,S , the background spectra of

the Mk2 GSa crystal (L8x L8x L5cm J ) in the CsI(Tl)
well (the first model) and in the BGO well (the second
model) are compared. The 13 - 7 decays are rejected
more efficiently now. The background level is already below 10-s/cm 2/s/keV. Besides the radioactivities , the two
gamma-lines due to 207Bi are now visible. A thorough
study has been Illade about this 207Bi contamination in

BGO crystals by Lewis[5J. We are now in the process of
obtaining 207Bi_frce BGO crystals.

IV.

1MPROVEMENT

PLANS

Besides the effOrLS already mentioned, a new BGO well

(the third model) has been designed. The lowest energy the
well-type phoswich works efficiently is lowered to around

III.

THE SECOND MODEL

A Monte Carlo study showed that the background spectrum observed in the flight is dominated by the radiation
entering from the well opening below 200keV and by the
radiation that leaks through the shield above 200keV. The
study also indicated that the background can be reduced

dramatically if the well is made longer and Csl(Tl) is replaced by BGO. This led us to make the second model
(Fig.1).

30keV in the second model. The bottom of the well provides now a perfect low-background environment. The
background level will be lowered farther if we obtain purer

materials. We plan to place several layers of thick PINtype Si detectors (eg. [6)) in the well to intercept hard
X-rays. A reasonable detection efficiency is expected to
extend up to ..... 130keV. These efforts are focussed toward

the proposed hard X-ray satelite project [7).

V.

CONCLUSIO

5

The well-type phr,swich counter concept has been proven
to be very effective in reducing the external and internal backgrounds. We expect the background level to be
around a few times 10- 6 /cm 2Is/keY in astronomical observations. This implies that low-flux sources at a level

around 10- 7 /cm' Is/keY can be studied in a short observation time. Hy placing silicon detectors in this low
background envir'IOment, low-level line features can also
be studied.
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Abstract
vVe have developed a simple pulse shape discriminator
(PSD) for applications where a large number of channels
are used within limited space and electric power. In the
PSD, the output signal from a photomultiplier is differentiated and integrated to form a triple-polar pulse. The
time interval between the first and second zero crossings
depends on the decay time of the scintillation light. The
circuit selects signals from the proper scintillator by using
this interval. By this method, we can significantly reduce
the effect of time slewing in the low energy region. We
have successfully operated sixty fOUf channels of the PSD
in a balloon borne hard X-ray experiment.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Vve have developed a simple pulse shape discriminator
(PSD) for a new type phoswich counter (the well-type
phoswich counter) {I]. The counter consists of a small
inorganic scintillator with a fast decay time (the detection
part) glued to the interior bottom surface of a well-shaped
block of another inorganic scintillator with a slow decay
time (the shielding part). The well· shaped shielding part
acts as an active collimator as well as an active shield. The
whole assembly is viewed by a phototube from the exterior bottom surface of the shielding part. The pulse-shape
discriminator (PSD) selects hard X-rays/gamma-rays that
have deposited energy only in the detection part.
Phoswich counters requires a PSD to extract signals
from admixture of background pulses. Several PSD methods have been proposed until now[2,3}: (I) the leading edge/zero crossing method, (2) the double integration

For applications where a large number of channels is
used within limited space and electric power consumption,
the circuit must be compact and simple. Only the first
method satisfies these conditions, but it suffers from time
slewing especially for small pulses. The present PSD circuit was developed to obtain a good SIN ratio even in the
lower energy region.
The design of the present circuit was optimized for signals from the first well-type phoswich counter. The counter
uses a new scintillator (GSO) [4,5) in the detection part
and CsI(TI) in th<: shielding part. Signals from the photomultiplier is fed to a charge sensitive pre-amplifier before
reaching the PSD.
The pulse shape discriminator is composed of a shaping
amplifier and a timing logic. In the shaping amplifier, the
signal is differenti;~ted and integrated to form the unipolar,
bipolar and triple polar pulses. The time interval between
the first and second zero crossings in the triple polar pulse
is measured by the timing logic circuits. Physically the
PSD is composed of four hybrid IC's: three for the shap.
ing amplifier (I50rnW /channel/IC) and one for the timing
logic (200mW /ch"nnel). Sixteen PSD's and additional circuits for monitoriug are arranged in two double-width NIM
(Nuclear Instrumc'ntation Module) modules.
A detector system consisting of 64 well-type phoswich
counters (total area -HOcm') and the PSD's was flown
on board a balloon, setting a limit to the 57CO line flux
from SNI9S7A at around 10-4 cm -2s. The sensitivity for
continuum flux was around a few x 10-Gcm-2s-1keV-l
between lOa and 200keV. In the paper, the circuit and the
performance of the PSD will be presented. The well-type
phoswich counter is described in a separate paper Pl.

Figure 1: The wave forms of the shaping amplifier with
a RC time constant of 500ns: (a)unipolar,(b)bipolar, and
(c)triplepolar pulse. The Gsa signal is shown by the solid
line and the CsI signal by the dot ted line.

II.

TRIPLE POLAR PULSE SHAPING

The triplepolar shaping is realized by adding one CR differentiation to a bipolar shaping amplifier. A triple polar
shaping amplifier needs 3 CR differentiation and N RC in·
tegration stages (CR3 _RC N ). In this shaping amplifier, the
number of stages are CR 1 ·RC 4 for the unipolar, CR 2 _RC 4
for the bipolar, and CR 3 -RC' for the triple-polar pulses
(See Fig. 1).
There are two zero cross points in the triplepolar waveform. The time interval between the first zero and second
zero-crossing points depends on the rise time of the input
pulse. The transfer function of the CR 3 _RC N pulse shaping amplifier is,

Figure 2: The calculated wave forms of triple-polar shaping. The waveforlll is shown as a fundion of t for ,=50ns,
150ns, 250ns, . . , 850ns, 950ns and 1050ns.

where Q is the total charge of the input signal. The inverse Laplace Transformation of V(s) is given as
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The results of numerical calculations is shown in Fig.
2. The intervals of the two zero crossings is shown as a
fundion of, in Fig. 3.

where T is the RC time constant of the shaping amplifier.
The input to the PSD is a signal through a charge. sensitive
pre-amplifier, and takes the follo ..... ing shape:

In general signals from the phoswich counter are mixture
of two scintillator components. The output waveform of
the shaping amplifier is,

S3

G(s) = TN (s

+ 1/T)N+3

o

\Ii(s)

I

1

= ~ s + l/r sCI

(2)

where T is the decay time constant of the input current
pulsc, which is the time constant of the scintillator. The
signal at the output of the shaping amplifier in the PSD is
given as,

V,(s)G(s)
Q
r •

1

s3

I

+ l/r ,CI
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+ 1/T)N+3

(3)

(5)
whcre QJ and Q, arc the fast and slow components of the
input charge.

When there is only the fast component(Q.=O), the
interval becomes shortest, while there is only the slow
component(QI=O), it is longest. When the two components are mixed, the interval is between the minimum and
the maximum.
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Figure 3: The results of numerical calculations. The interval between the two zero-crossings is shown as a fundion
of T for T=OAJ.ls,O.5J.ls and O.6J.ls
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Figure 5: Principle of the pulse shape discriminator. The
PSD pulse is issu(·d only if the second zero crossing point
falls in the first gate and the: second gate.

Figure 4: The block diagram of the PSD. CSA: a Charge
Sensitive pre-Amplifier, ZCTP: Zero Cross Time Pick-off
discriminators.

III.

PULSE SHAPE DISCRIMINATION
CIRCUIT

Because of the large volume of the shielding crystal, the

Figure 6: Tho photograph of PSD's hybrid IC's.
zero crossing points faUs in between the two gates, the:

PSD system issues a pulse(the PSD gate) at the second
zero crossing timi ng. If the second zero crossing points
does not fall bet ween the gates, the An ti gate is issued.

SIN ratio (the ralio of the clean hils on GSO(Ce) to all

The shaping amplifier is composed three hybrid IC's

other hits) is expected to be very low. The circuit must
select a small admixture of the faster scintillation light.

(one MA402 and lwo MA403's)[6], and the timing logic
composed one hyl"id IC(SC302)[6J. (see Fig. 6)

The decay time of GSO(Ce) is about 60ns and decay time
of CsI(Tl) is about II'S.

The l\lA402 takes care of the amplification and the first
CR differentiatiol1 stages. The first MA403 works as one
RC 2 integrator, and the second MA403 as the other RC 2
integrator and tllt· second CR differentiator.

The block diagram and the principle of operation of the
PSD arc shown in Figs 4 and 5.
The first zero crossing point is detected by the positive to
negative zero cross time pick-ofT. The second zero crossing
is detected by the negative to positi .... e zero cross time pickoff. The lower level discriminator in the first time pick.
off circuit defines the minimum energy accepted. If the
signal exceeds the discriminator level, two logic gates are
generated at the first zero crossing timing. If the second

The SC302 performs the third CR dilTerentiation as well
as the two zero crossing time pick-off. The circuit diu.·
gram of SC302 is ~ivcn in Fig. 7. The power consumption

is lS0mW /channd /IC (4S0mW /channel) for the shaping
amplifier and 200111 "vV /channel for the timing logic.
Sixteen PSD's and additional circuits for monitoring arc
arranged in two double·width NIM modules(;one shaping
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Figure 9; Distribution of ADC's and TDC's obtained by
Welcome-l when irradiated by 57Co and 22Na. The depletion of events along the time interval of 1.6Jls is an artifact
caused when the plot was laken in two separate runs.

Figure 7; The circuit diagram of 5C302
amplifier module and one timing module).

IV.

PERFORMANCE

The time constant of the shaping amplifier was set al
O.5Jls. The measured peaking time of the unipolar pulse

was about 1.6J.Ls: that means the actual RC time constant
is OAJls. The measured time interval bet .....een the two zero

crossing is about 2.21"s for the GSO(Ce) signals, and 2.61"s
for the Csl(Tl) si~nals (see Fig. 8). The difference in the
time intervals for GSO(Ce) and CsI(TI) is around Oo4l"s .
The time interval of CsI(TI) signals is nearly equal to the
calculated result (see Fig. 3 T=Oo4l's ). For the GSO(Ce)
signals it come out different, because the bandwidth of the
amplifier was not wide enough.
The operation of the PSD was monitored by measuring
the time interval hetween the two zero-crossings by TDC.
Fig. 9 shows the 2-dim distribution for the TDC counts
and the ADC counts produced by the 122keV line from
57CO and the 51 J keY line [rom 22Na. In the plot, the

band on the left ('orresponds to G50(Ce) events and the
band on the right is due to the events in which hard X·
raysj-y-rays deposited most of their energy in the CsI(TI)
crystal. Fig. 10 is the projection of Fig. 9 onto the x-axis,
on the distribution of the TDC counts.

Figure 8; The wave form of the triple polar pulse from
GSO(Ce)/CsI(Tl) phoswich counter. The fast signals arc
from GSO(Ce) and the slow signals are from CsI(TI).

Thc PSD performance is demonstrated in Fig. 11 where
the energy spectra with and without the PSD gatc arc
shown. By applying the PSD gate, thc events in which

the hard X-raysj-y-ray deposited a part or all of its energy
in the shield are !-uppressed. In the figure, two peaks are
clearly seen.

When the number of photo-electrons becomes low (E
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50keV), the shape of CsI(Tl) pulses begins to fluctuate. If
the pulse shape narrows significantly, they passes through
the PSD filter. This seems to set the minimum detectable
energy limit of the well-type phoswich counter.

V.

CONCLUSION

The new pulse shape discriminator based on the triplepolar shaping method J has performed well in selecting
the hard X-raysh-rays incident on GSO(Ce) crystal in
GSO(Ce)jCsI(Tl) phoswich counter.
By the this PSD scheme, we significantly reduced the
effect of the time slewing in the low energy region. The
PSD is composed of four hybrid IC's, three for the shaping amplifier and one for the timing logic and consumes
650mW in totaL Sixteen PSD's and additional circuits for
monitoring are arranged in two double-width NIM modules.
We have successfully operated sixty~four channels of the
PSD in the balloon-borne hard X-ray experiment.
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ABSTRACT
We studied the y-ray flux from SN 1987A wilh a balloon-borne detector in Brazil on 1990 November 29.
By comparmg on- ~n.d off-source data, we obtained limits to the total y-ray nux due to 57CO decays and
presumed pulsar actiVity. If the pulsar contribution is neglected, an upper limit (90% confidence limit) is set to
the total 57Co contribution above 60 keY at 2.7 x 10- 4 cm -2 S-l where the 122 keY line contribution is
1.0 x 10- 4 cm- 2 s-t. The corresponding limit on the abundance ratio of 57CO and 56CO is 3.4 times that of
the ~un. The present upper l.i":1it implies that the reported leveling off in the light curve of SN 1987A is primanly due to the pulsar aCllvlty. If the pulsar is Crab-like (photon index - 2.2), the light curve requires an
~:::J ~~I~~~w greater than 0.95 x 10" ergs S-I (above I keY) now being supplied to SN 1987A by its preSubject headings: gamma rays: ob.servations -

nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis. abundances supernovae: individual (SN 1987A)

I. INTROOUCTION

nuclide among the three whose abundance has been determined to some accuracy.
Recently, CTIO (Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory)
and ESO (European Southern Observatory) reported that the
UVOlR light curves started to ievel off since -900 days afler
the explosion (Bouchel, Danziger, & Lucy 1991; Suntzeff et al.

Since the advent of SN J987A, theoretical studies of the
nucleosyntheses in supernovae and the chemical composition
of supernova remnants have been deepened to higher accuracy
and greater details (see, e.g_, Nomoto et a!. 1991a; Chevalier
1992). Observations on SN 1987A in several wavelength
regIOns have allowed us to determine the abundance of some
critical nuclides including 56Ni. Analyses of observational data
inclu~ing the early turn-on of the y-ray and X-ray fluxes have
been mterpreted as manifestations of the turbulent nature of
the supernova explosion.
Among the multitude of nuclides produced in the supernova,
the abundance of a few unstable nuclides with long-lived decay
chains is of great interest since they are expected to become
energy sources as time progresses. These nuclides are 56CO
(r - 0.3 yr), "Co (r - I. I yr), and HTi (r - 68 yr). Among
them $6CO is the dominant energy source in the early life
(4 months to 3 yr) of the supernova. In fact the bolomelric light
curve kept decaying monotonically until recently, in accordan~e with the lifetime of 56CO (c.g., Nomoto et al. 1991 a; Che·
valier 1992). From the light curve, the amount of 56Ni (the
parent of 56CO) produced in the supernova has been estimated
at 0.073 M o (Nomoto et al. 1991b). Direct measurements of
the line y-ray nuxes due to the decay 56CO _ 56Fe (£ = 847
keY, 1238 keY) by the Solar Maximlim Mission (Matz et al
1988; Leising & Share 1990) and four balloon experiments

~;~~: 4~~~ ~~:~~~s~:e~e~:I:=~~~~~it~ ~~~~e:~~n a~~~~~

oar
ciable energy source.
The theoretically expected abundance of .l.4Ti falls short of
being of any significance at this stage of the supernova's life
(e.g., omoto et al. 1991a; Woosley & Hoffman 1991). Observations in the mid-IR made by Danziger (1991) suggest that the
abundance ratio of nCo to $6CO cannot be significantly higher
than that in the Sun ("Co/"Co)' = 1.5. No X-ray flux has
been detected since around day 800 after the explosion (Inoue
el al. 1991; Sunyaev et al. 1990). Sunyaev et al. (1990) calculated an upper limit 10 the pulsar luminosity in the energy
band between I and 1000 keY: L> I hV < 4.4 X 1O J8 ergs S-l
for photon index 2.1 for day 830. This is, however, not inconsistent with the UVOIR light curve measured by CT10 and ESO.
Woosley & Hoffman (l99i) concluded from a theoretical study
7Co;S6Co) is likely to be
of explosive silicon burning that
between 0.5 and 2.5
The current status calls for direct measurements on the two
possible gamma-ray sources. The observation was carried out

e

~~:l~~rn~ia~~ ~~96~:~~eS:~~ui~se~o~l~is\~~~;w~t~\e~ee~b~~el~~~~

I <HCO/)"'Co) is thc abundance .ratio of Ihc. A ;; 57 and A :os 56 isolopc=s
in Ihe Nl -. Co -. Fc decay chain nom\aILzcd 10 lhal in Ihe Sun:
(HCO '6CO) ~ [X(HNi)jX(''''Nill/[X('lFc)/X(''''FeJ]o

mate of the initial 56Ni abundance. It is, however, the only
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(a) Well-type Phoswich
Counter (First model)
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(R1847-oS)
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Unit
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(b) Compound-Eye Configuration Detector
"Welcome·'"

FIG. I.-Schematic drawings or one well-type phoswich counter unit (a) and the Welcome I detector (b)

on 1990 November 29 (local lime. day 1375 after Ihe outburst)
in the area around Sao Paulo, Brazil, for about 160 minutes
with our hard X-ray/y-ray detector aboard a stratospheric
balloon.
2. DETECTOR

The detector system used in the observation consists of 64
.. well-Iype" phoswich counters (Kamae et al. 1992; Murakami
el al. 1992) and 36 anticounters (Fig. 1). This detector syslem
will be referred to as \Velcome I.
The well-type phoswich counter is made of a small inorganic
scinlillalOr with a fast decay time (the delection part) glued to
the interior bottom surface of a well-shaped block of another
inorganic scintillator with a slow decay time (the shielding
part). The well·shaped shielding part acts as an active collimator as well as an active shield. The whole assembly is viewed
by a phototube from the exterior bottom surface of the shield·
ing part (Kamae el al. 1992). By using an appropriate pulseshape discriminator (PSO). hard X-rays/gamma-rays thaI have
deposited energy only in the detection part can be selected.
The present counter is the first model of the well-type phos·
wich counter and uses a new scintillator Gd2SiO~ doped with
Cc(0.5%) (GSa) for the detection part (Takagi & Fukazawa
1983; Ishibashi el al. 1989). and Cs\(Tn for Ihe shielding part.
The characteristics of the detector are summarized in Table I.
Since the well-type phoswich counter integrates the shield·
ing and collimation parts and facilitates finer active collimation. it not only reduces external background but also
provides the instrument with a nearly 4n anticounter for the
internal p-y background (Kamae et al. 1992). Its simple shape
and reduced count rate allow units to be assembled in a
compound-eye configuration (Fig. Ib). Here each unit is surrounded by eight neighbors which can be used as additional

active shields. The observed off-source count rate (after the
event selection described below) and the internal background
ratc (the rale due to radioactivity in GSa crystals) of Welcome
I arc shown in Figure 2 with a Montc Carlo estimation of the
external background rate (the rate due to external sources).
The measured SIN ratio for the Crab nebula is about 1.2/1.0 in
the energy range between 100 and 200 keY: should the atma·
spheric attenuation (1/2.5 at 4 g cm- 2) have not existed, the
SIN would have reached 3/1.
3. oeSER VA TION

Welcome I was flown from the Instituto Nacional de Pes·
quisas Espaciais (INPE) balloon base in Cachoeira Paulista. in
the stale of Sao Paulo. Brazil. (45°0(),)4" 11', 22°39'44" S) on
1990 November 29 (local lime, 1375 days after the explosion of
SN 1987A). The delector reached ceiling allitude of 37,7 km
(4 gem -'). The observation of S 1987A started al I:()() •. M ..
1990 November 30 (local lime). On-source and off-source
observations were alternated at an interval of ...... 20 minutes. In
total we observed SN 1987A (on-source) for aboul 85 minutes
and background (off-source) for about 75 minutes. During the
observation, the detector was set at a fixed elevation angle
(43°), and its azimuth angle was adjusted to follow the direction ofSN 1987A approximately every 10 minutes. During the
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background run, the detector was pointed 20~-30;) away to the
east or west of SN 1987A.
Pointing was done by using a geomagnetic sensor. The
direction of the detector was monitored by a star camera to
about ±O?02. During the observation, all counters but one
operated normally.
4. DATA ANALYSIS

In data analysis we rejected events within 1.5 ms of largeenergy-depositing events (;,,50 MeV, mostly charged particles)
in the same counter or in a neighboring counter. This effectively eliminated unwanted baseline fluctuation after the incidence of high-energy charged particles. We then rejected events
with one or more hits in the neighboring counters to eliminate
Compton-scattered y-rays.
As the result of the above event selection, the 10tal on-source
and off-source live times were reduced to 3397 and 2997 s for

~e~~us~~:~~i~:~;~;eft:e~~~~~~~~o/~~~~: ~~~~~~ ~~~:r~~~
)ackground due to radioactive contamination in the detection
part (GSO) and simulated atmospheric and celestial diffuse
background with the energy dependence given by Gehrels
(1985)
The overall gain and the live time were calibrated for every
counter by using the broad peak at around 368 keV (Fig. 2)
due to a-decays of "'Gd in GSO (E, = 2.14 MeV,
rate = 0.167 Hz/counter). To follow the time variation at fine
steps and yet to keep high statistical accuracy, the I.52Gd a.decays were integrated for 90 minutes centered around time
bins set at 5 minute steps. This procedure eliminated overcompensation of statistical fluctuations by gain adjustment.
The resultant time variation of the overall gain is consistent
with what is expected from the temperature variation recorded
during the observation.
The four sets of on- and off-source spectra were then normalized according to the effective live time and the effective
area, and then four on-off subtractions are made: the results do
not show any significant deviation from zero when integrated
over the detector energy resolution. The electronically meaured effective live times for on and off observation were in
accord with those estimated from the total numbers of the
I.52Gd a.-decays counted. Finally the four on-off spectra were

.,
~

2

::- ,

l'b,(E,) =I,.(E,) + l.i E,) + NJ,,(E,) + N,/p.,,,,(E,) , (I)
where

1...(E,):Observed

y-ray nux,

1,.(E,):'·Co y-ray nux for '·Co = 0.073,110 .

!.. u(E y):44Ti

y-ray nux for 44Ti = 9.2 x 10- 05 M o '

I,,(E,): "CO y-ray nux for ("Co/'·Co) = I ,
!pulsar(Ey):pulsar y-ray nux for the energy outflow
IOJ8 ergs S-I (photon index = -2.2 assumed),
Ey:y-ray energy,

Nt, N 2 :Normalization factors.
The functions 1.56' !44' !.57' and !pulur are numerically supplied by S. Kumagai (1992, private communication; the same
functions have been used in Kumagai et al. 1989, and we take
the distance to SN 1987A to be 55 kpc) at the abundances or
intensity listed abovc. These numerical functions were calculated using Model 14EI ofShigeyama & Nomoto (1990).
Chi-square is calculated for the data shown in Figure 30 by
assuming the form given in equation (I) for various normalization factors. The sets of points (N t, N 2) where the confidence level (eL) reachcs 68.3%, 90%, or 95% form three lines
shown in Figure 4. The two superposed curves in Figure 30
correspond to the 90% CL upper limit (N, = 3.4, N, = 0) and
the 95% CL upper limits (N, = 4.8, N, = 0). The 90% CL
upper limit (N I = 3.4, N 2 = 0) corresponds to the "Co 122
keY line flux of 1.0 x 10- 4 cm -2 S-I. The 90% CL upper limit
(N I = 0, N, = 2.3), on the other hand, corresponds to a Crablike pulsar with energy outflow of L> 1 hV = 2.3 X 1OJ8 ergs
s - I or about 2.3 times the energy emitted by the Crab nebula.

(a)

§

Upperlimlls on 51CO

;,..

~
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summed to give the histogram shown in Figure 30. The statistical significance of data points 3re sho~·n in Figure 3b.
When folded with the energy resolution, we do not see any
deviation greater than 1.3 q up to 400 keY.
The nonobservance of any line feature in our data has led us
to set upper limits on the nCo )I-ray flux and the pulsar energy
outflow from S 1987A. \Ve assume here that there are two
)I-ray sources of a fixed flux amount, .56CO of 0.073 ft.! 0 as
determined from the early light curve, and .uTi of 9.2 x 10-.5
,110 (Nomoto et a!. 199Ib), and two ,-ray sources of an
unknown amount nCo, and pulsar activity:

abundance and pulsar
-I

energy flow L>lkC!V

90,,:~ C'(

••.. .

JOO

400

Energy [kcV]

FIG. ).-ObservI;d }'-ray spectrum frorn thl; direction of SN 1987A'
Differcnce,bctween the on-source and the off-source spcctra {effective time
])9: s.effectlve area 5~2 cm!):(b) Statistical significance of data points. The
~jrv:~~~s and the filled Circles arc thc 90% and 95% CL upper hmin. respct:.

(a)

$lsv-,• C'(

.•603~ Cl.

o L......~~-.L-~'-"-.-L'""-'--L....J
o
I
2
3
.;
5
<"Co/'·Co> ("Co·O 073,1)
FtG. 4-Uppcr Iinllts ;lt68,3··~., 900'Y", and 95.4''1.. CL for the nCo abundance and the pulsarencrgy out flo ....
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Several theoretical analyses have already been made on the
measured light curve (Kumagai et al. 1991 and SunLZcff et al.
1991). According to Kumagai et aJ. (1991), ("Co/'·Co) needs
to be greater than 20 to reproduce the ESO light curve if the
energy is supplied only by the "Co decay. They determined
that ("Co/'·Co) between 5 and 10 is required if the CTIO
light curve is to be reproduced by the HCO decay. Suntzeff et
aJ. (1991) fitted the CTIO data up to day 1600 and concluded
that ("Co/'·Co) is 5 ± 1.
In the present study, an upper limit (90% Cl) is set to the
total nCo y-ray flux above 60 keY at 2.7 x 10- 4 em - 2 s- t
where the 122 keY line contribution is 1.0 x 10- 4 cm- 2 S-I.
The corresponding limit on the ("Co/'·Co) is 3.4 and some·
what inconsistent with ("Co/'·Co) = 5 ± I obtained by
Suntzeff et aJ. (1991). Our limit implies, instead, that the major
energy source of the present SN 1987A is not 57Co decays but
obably pulsar activity. If the ESO data around 950-1350
ys arc combined with the present upper limit, the energy
ow out of the presumed Crab-like pulsar is calculated at
L" toV - (0.91,0.87, or 0.80) x 10" ergs S-I in addition to

that supplied by '··"Co decays with ("Co/'·Co) of 1.0, 1.7,
or 3.4, respectively. If the CTIO light curve around day 9001450 is taken, the energy flow of the presumed pulsar is
L> I te:V - (1.50, 1.35. or 0.95) x 10 31 ergs s- t in addition to
that supplied by '··"Co decays with ("Co/'·Co) of 1.0, 1.7,
and 3.4, respectively.
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of 1O- 6 -1O- 7 /cm'/s/keV will be required in the energy
range from a few 10 keY to a few MeV.
In these energy range, however, the signal from the object is weak compared with the background. In most cases

Abstract
We have developed a low background hard X-rayfgammaray telescope (Welcome-I) for balloon-borne experiments
in the energy range from 40 keY to 800-1000 keY. The
detector is based on newly developed well-type phoswich
counters. In the first well-type ph05Wich counter, GSO(Ce)
(Gd,SiO s doped with Ce) is used as the detection part
and Cs!(TI) as the shielding part. Welcome-l consists of
64 GSO/Cs! well-type ph05wich counters assembled in the
"compound-eye" configuration and the effective area is 740

cm' at 122 keY and 222 cm' at 511 keY line. The well-type
phoswich counter and the compound eye configuration re-

duces background significantly both external and internal
and allows us a high signal-t~noise ratio in balloon-borne
experiments.

The data from the detector is taken by the versatile data
acquisition system based on the VME computer specially
designed for balloon-borne experiments. In the system, the
arrival time of each event is recorded by the clock system

which utilizes GPS satellite.
The background levels at an altitude of 4.5g/cm' are
I x LQ-4/ cm' Is/keY at 122 keY. Crab nebula has been observed with the signal to background ratio better than
unity between 100 and 200 keY. In this paper, the desine
of the telescope and the flight performace are presented.

the signal is extracted by subtracting the off-source data
from on-source data. The sensitivity of a celestial hard X-

ray /-r-ray telescope has been limited by its signal to noise
ratio in the on-source data. In order to detect the emis-

sion of hard X-rays/-r-rays at the required level, one needs
a detector which can realize very low background rale with

appropriate detector size.
In order to fulfill the above requirements and to achieve
the high sensitivity even in the limited observation time

of balloon-borne experiments, we have developed a welltype ph05Wich counter [1). Using the first prototype of
the well-type ph05Wich counter, we developed a balloonborne telescope, IC\Velcome_l" I for the observations in the
energy range from 40keV to 800keV. Primary scientific
aim was to detect the "Co line l'-rays (122 keY) from
SNI987A[2). The detector was flown successfully from
Brazil in 1990. Subsequent observations were performed

for Cen-A, PSR1509-58 and GX339-4 in 1991[3,4). In this
paper I we summarize the description and the flight performance of the telescope.

II.
A.

WELCOME-l TELESCOPE

Overview

Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the \\'elcome-l tele-

I.

INTRODUCTION

The precise measurements of hard X-rays and I-rays
from astronomical sources are very important. Hard Xrays/7-rays is a unique probe to understand nuclear processes in the supernova remnants or the mechanism of
the non-thermal emission from pulsars, black hole candidates, and AGN's. To extend knowledge obtained in
the previous soft X-ray satellite n1issiolls such as the
Ginga satellite, observations of low fiux sources at a level

scope. The hard X-ray/-r-ray detector is stored in an AIhoneycomb box and the box is attached to a gondola by
two bearings which allows changes in the elevation angle
of the detector. Electronics system, telecommunication
equipments and batteries are mounted inside the gondola.
On the top of tile gondola, a torque motor is attached. The
whole instrumcnt is suspcnded by the straps through the
motor a.\: is.
During the flight, the source pointing is carried out by
the combination of elevation control of the detector and

Energy range

Type

Total area
Full peak efficiency
Energy resolution
Aperture
Time resolution
Weight

40 keY - 800 keY
64 well-type phoswich counters
detection part:
GSO 3,4x3,4xl.Ocm 3
shielding/collimation part:
CsI(TI) 8x8 matrc, config.
36 CsI anti counters
740 em'
100 % at < 200 keY
30 % at 511 keY
28 % at 122 keY
12 % at 511 keY
± 7.4·
32 !'sec
680kg

Table 1: Characteristics of the Welcome-l telescope

Figure 2: A unit of the first prototype well-type phoswich
counter.

to the interior bottom surface of a rectangular well-shaped
block of another inorganic scintillator with a slower de-

azimuth control of the gondola. The elevation angle is controlled by a ball sc;ew drive located on the gondola. The
azimuth pointing and rotation are achieved by "Yorimodoshi" method, in which a magneto-meter on the gondola
and the torque motor forms the stabilization system. We
monitor the pointing accuracy with a geomagnetic sensor I
a sun camera, and a star camera.
Table 1 summarizes the basic characteristics of the

Welcome-l detector.

cay time (the shielding part)as shown in Fig. 2. The
whole assembly is viewed by a photomultiplier from the
exterior bottom surface of the shielding part. By using a
specially designed pulse-shape discriminator (PSD), hard
X-rays/gamma.-rays that has deposited energy only in the
detection part can be selected.
The well-type phoswich counter differs from the conventional phoswich counter in that it has a long protruded
collimation part. This well-shaped shielding part acts as
an active collimator as well as an active shield. It defines
the field of view of the counter. In order to minimize the
X-rays from the aperture, mainly by the diffuse component and atmospheric background, the longer well, thus
the narrower field of view will be used.
The active shield/collimator reduces the background
events which are caused by '1-rays from the off-aperture

and/or charged particles penetrating through the detection
part. In addition, ,-rays from f3 -, decays of unstable isotope, which are produced in the detector volume, are able

to be detected effectively by the shield surrounding the
detection part almost in 4

it

str.

In the first well-type phoswich counler, GSO(Ce)
(Gd,SiO s doped by Ce) is used as the detection part and
CsI(TI) is used as the shielding part. The size of the GSO
crystal placed in the well is 3.4 x 3,4 x 1.0 cm3 . The
shielding part consists of the collimation part of 0.94 cm

thick and 14 em long and the the boltom shield of 5.5 x
5.5 x 8.0 cm 3 . The counter is viewed by a single 2-inch

photomultiplier (HAMA~rATU RI847-05). GSO(Ce) is
newly developed inorganic scintillator [5]. When GSO(Ce)
Figure 1: The schematic drawing of the vVelcome-l detector and the gondola

is used as a detection part in the phoswich counter its
merits are :(1) the scintillation light decays much faster
(60ns) thall widely used inorganic scintillators (the decay
I

lime of Csl(TI) is I,,,); (2) the light yield is reasonably
D.

Well-type Phoswich COltnte1'

In the well· type phoswich counter, a small inorganic scintillator with a fast decay time (the detection part) is glued

high; (3) the attenuation coefficient for 7·ray is large. For

example, the full peak efficiency of 1 em thick GSO(Ce)
and Nal(TI) at 511 keV is 30 % and 10 %, respectively.
The energy resolulion of GSa scintillator (3.4 x 3.4 x

1.0 cm 3 ) is measured to be 19.1% at 122 keY and 8.1% at"
511 keY l'-rays. The light from GSa in the well, however,
is attenuated to 5().60% when traversing the shielding part
(8cm of Csl). The energ)' resolution of 28% at 122 keY
and 12% at 511 keY l'-rays are achieved for the well-type
phoswich counter. Fig.3 shows the energy spectrum of
GSa scintillator in the CsI(Tl) well for "Co, 22Na and
137 Cs radio active sources. The signal from GSa is selected
out by means of the PSD described later.

GSO

I

Cs I Anti Counler
Gso-Csl Phoswitch Counter

1

30000

Figure 4: The first detector system based on the well-type
phoswich counters.

The whole detector system consist.-

ing of 8x8 well-type ph05Wich counters and 36 dedicated
shielding counters.

keY.
Figure 3: Energy resolution of the GSa scintillator in the
well-type phoswich configuration

Compound Eye Configuration

C.

Because of the simple structure of the well-type phoswich
counter, the effective area of the detector can be easily

expanded. In Welcome-I, 64 GSa(Ce)jCsI(Tl) well-type
phoswich counters are assembled in the ucompound-eye"
configuration. The schematic drawing of the detector is
shown in FigA. As an additional shield for the outermost
counters, 36 CsI(TI) crystal surrounds the phoswich coun-

,

In the compound eye configuration, each element is sur-

10

Z~U1A.o.cII«lI!cI(TI<I<J

ters.

Figure 5: Angular Response of the \Velcome-l Detector

rounded by neighboring elements which serve as additional
active shields for the particular element. Since the count

~~:,~~ \~:eu::i~~~~I~;i~:~~:~~r:l~~rl~;:t:~~~~~oo~t:h~e~~
crystal to veto the signal from a large detection part as
seen in the conventional phoswich configuration, the dead
time by the shield part becomes appreciable. \Vhereas,
in the well-type phoswich counter with the compound eye
configuration, the effective anti-counting rate per element
is rea!5onably kept low.
The effectivc area of the detection part of Welcome-l is
740cm:! for 122 keY line and 222cm:! for 5ilkeY line. The
fleld of view (FOV) of the detector is detcrmined by the
detection efficiency of the protruded part of the well. The
angular acceptance was measured by 5,CO (122 keY) and
:!:!Na (511 keV). Fig.5 shows the results of the experiments
and the comparison with the MonteCario calculation. By
fitting the data, the angular acceptan..:e (H\VH~f) was cal~
culated to be 7.7 ±0.1 0 at 122 ke V and 9.1 ±0.2° at 511

D

Electronic System

The electronic system of the telescope for a balloon-borne
experiment is the most difficult part because of its opcrating environment. 'We must ensure the proper opera~
lion even at an altitude of 40 km where the atmospheric
pressure is 4mb and thus the operating temperature of
the circuit reaches 60-70 degree. The electronic system
for the \Velcome~1 is specially designed to process data
from many channels under nominal constraints for space
experimcnts: low power consumption, high reliability and
compactlless[7)
I)
Elecl1·Ol1lCS for Phoswich Counkrs:
Because of
the large volume of the shielding crystal, the SIN ratio
(the ratio of the clean hits on GSO(Ce) to all other hits)
is expected to be very low. The circuit must select a small

admixture of the faster scintillation light.

This circuit:·

pulse shape discriminator (PSD), is thus critical for the
successful operation of the phoswich counter.
must be simple and consume as little power
because we have to operate a large number
within limited power consumption.
In order to satisfy these con9itions, a new

The circuit
as possible,
of channels

(a)
30000

~

~20000

PSD circuit

was developed[6). In the present system, signal from the
photomultiplier is first fed to charge sensitive pre· amplifier
having the 16 JJS time constant and then sent to the PSD.
The pulse shape discriminator is composed of a shaping
amplifier and a timing logic. In the shaping amplifier, the
signal is differentiated and integrated to form the unipolar,
bipolar and triplepolar pulses. The time interval between
the first and second zero crossings in the triple polar pulse
is measured "by the timing logic circuits. Physically the
PSD is composed of four hybrid IC's: three for the shap.
ing amplifier (150mWIchannel/IC) and one for the timing
logic (200mWIchan.nel).

~

~10000

(b)
12500
10000

~ 7500

8

5000

Figure 7: (a) The timing spectrum, a peak on the left
corresponds to GSO evenls, and (b) the energy spectra for
"Co and "Na when the PSD is not required (upper) and
when it is required (lower).

hits on the shielding part, Compton scattered events are
greatly suppressed. The remaining events are those which

deposited energy only in the detection part. In the figure,
two peaks are clearly seen.

Decay time of scintillation light in GSO(Ce) and CsI(Tl)
varies as a function of temperature. The temperature variation of the response in the circuits also affects the pulse

shape. As temperature decreased from 30'C to IO'C, the
time interval for the GSO signals changed by 6 ns and for
the CsI signals by 15 ns.
Figure 6: Distribution of ADC's and TDC's obtained by
\Velcome-l \,,,'hen it is irradiated by S7CO and 22Na.

The operation of the PSD was monitored by measuring
the time interval between the two zero-crossings by TDC.
Fig. G shows the 2-dim distribution for the TOC counts
and thc ADC counts produced by the 122keV line from
s'eo and the 511 keY line from :?:!Na. In the plot, the
band 011 the left corresponds to GSa(Ce) events and the
band on the right is due to the events in which hard XraysJ-f·rays deposited most of their energy in the CsI(TI)
crvstal.
"Figure 7(a) is the projectioll of Fig.6 onto x-axis and
shows thc distribution of thc TOC counts. The interval
bctwecn GSa band and Csl band is about '1.50 ns. The
PSD performance is demonstrated ill Fig. 7(0) ""'here the
energy spectra with and without PSO gate arc shown. By
selecting cvents in the left band by PSO gatc in Fig.G,

Analog output from the shaping amplifier in the PSD is
split into two paths: one goes to the logic and the other to

ADC. The outputs of four neighboring PSD's are ORed for
triggering, forming 16 trigger lines in total for the well-type
phoswich counters. The signals from active anti CsI(TI)
crystals arc summed in analog sum units and sent to the
discriminators. Because of thc limitation of the space and
the electric power, sixteen PSD channels arc monitored by

TDC in night.
When there is a large energy deposit ( at least £<:60
MeV) in Csl(TI) crystal, Csl(TI) gencrates the train of
pulses with random share during 400/1S - a few ms. vVhcn
the pulsc shape is similar to the pulse shape of GSa ac·
cidentally, PSD misbehaves and generates the consecutive
train of triggers. In order to prevent the:ic fake triggers,
wc incorporate a discriminator in the preamplifier that
sensc the period until the amplifier basel inc is restored after large-energy-depositing e ..·cnts.

2)

Onlin' Sysl,m:

In Welcome-I, each element i;' the preamp's are recorded by the online system together

arranged electronically so that each element acts as an ac-

ti"e shield to the neighboring ones.

There are 64 PSD

signals and 36 anti signals to be processed in the system.
The fast and versatile online system is needed to operate
many independent channels of \Velcome-l properly. The
online system consists of two sub-systems, one is to acquire

data from the detector and the other from the star camera.
The block diagram of the online system is shown in Fig. 8.
Each sub-system is controlled by its own 32bit micropre>cessor through VillE (Versa Module Europe) bus. Since
the VME standard is a widely used standard for real-time
operation in industry, the design technique of the circuit
has been established and also many kinds of modules are
commercially available. It supports 32 bit access for both
addressing and data transfer and facilitates design of a
high speed online system. The microprocessor is Me6S0Ga
CMOS CPU operated at 10 MHz. The CPU is operated
on the software stored in the PROM. Controlling and pre>cessing of data is done by a set of interrelated processes
and interrupt routines controlled by the real time operating system. The operating modes and parameters in the

system are changed by ground commands. The Data I/O
module receives ground commands and issues interrupt sig.
nals to the microprocessor.

with the ~ime of the event. The hit pattern of neighboring
counters IS used to reduce background by rejecting events

that have been scattered in the neighboring counters. The
fact we read out only the nearest neighbors serves to re-

duce the overall dead time as well as the failure rate of the
detector system.

The data size per trigger is 34 bytes and the size of monitor data is 216 bytes. The 512kB CMOS RAM provides
data buffer in which data is reformatted for the recording
and transmission. The data taken by the data acquisi.

tion sul>-system is recorded on a EXABYTE 8mm VCR
via SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) bus. This
VCR holds upto 2GB and provides error correction rate
13
less than 1O- bits. In our data acquisition system, a continuous data storage rate of 82kB/s can be achieved. The
maximum data acquisition rate of this system is 51 kB/s
which corresponds to the trigger rate of 1.5kHz. At the
expected trigger rate of 150Hz, all data will be transmitted to the ground via telemetry (max 4kB/s) for the online
analysis and monitoring.
'rYe use a star camera and a sun camera to monitor and
to guide the direction of the telescope. The cameras are

mounted on the housing of the detector units. The star
camera is a MCP (micro channel plate) coupled to a CCD
camera and image stars the sky. Its field of view is 9.1 x 6.3
degrees and identifies stars of magnitude -8.1 . Wheres,
the sun camera is a normal CCD camera with a wide field
0

lens of 60 x60°. In the star/sun camera subsystem, the

image on the CCD camera (512x512 pixels) is digitized
by the image processing board on the VillE bus. The
microprocessor selects the bright points and then trans-

mits brightness and position of each point to the ground
through the telemetry (max 2kB/s). On the ground station the star image is reconstructed every 2 seconds by
using a workstation. The star image near SN19S7.-\ region
is shown in Fig.9
Q.4dci

'110or:S.7

,
fJOor:-4.63

HD36517:7,9+alC: 1659:5.02
..... ~GC2070:6.2
£rpc:dcdSNHI61A

Figure is: Schematic drawing of the online system Upper
part of the figure shows the data acquisition subsystem
and th~ lower part of the figure shows the star camera
subsystelll,
III th(: data acquisition system, whcn <l. trigger signal
is gcncrated from olle counter, the :\ DC's ill the partie.
ular group of four, the hit-pattcrn of the lo\.. . cr discrimi·
nator, and the hit-pattern of the upper discriminator in

"'I Dor:~,~'::'

tb(l¢c:tlterot
lhed<:t.ecLQropc:..eJ..c.g

Figure 9' Reconstructed star image taken by lhc star calll·
cra. The field or vicw of the image is 6.0 0 x9·1 o

3)
Absolutc TIIIIC Kaptll9 System:
Por observations of pulsars, a clock system which is highly stabilized

in its frequency and precisely calibrated against UTe is- III.
BALLOOi'i-BORNE EXPERIMENTS
needed. It is required to record the absolute arrival time
\Ve have carried out a series of balloon-borne experiments
of events, when we try to compare the results with other
experiments done at a different epoch. The time of X- in Brazil in the past three years to observe astronomiraY/i-ray incidence is recorded by making reference to the cal objects in the southern hemisphere. \Velcome-1 was

onboard quartz clock to 32 I'S resolution with the frequency
stability of 6f/f- 10- 10 for lOss.
Figure 10 shows the block diagram of the time keeping
system. On the ground, the master clock system backed
up by GPS satellites is settled. The system consists of a
GPS receiver and a Rubidium clock. The GPS receiver
receives signals from more than three GPS satellites and
generates 1Hz clock signal which is used as the standard
signal with reference to the UTC. The Rubidium clock has
the frequency stability of 6f/f- 10- 11 for lOs s and its
frequency is calibrated by using the 1Hz signal from the
G PS recei ver .

flown from INPE balloon base in Cachoeira Paulista in
the state of Sao Paulo, in Brazil (45.00'34"W, 22.39'44'''S
cutoff rigidity - 12 GV). Table.2 summarizes Sources w~
observed in our campaign.

Objects
SN1987A
Cen A
PSR1509-58
Galactic Center
GX339-4
Vela Pulsar

Observing Time
1.8 hrs
7 hrs
3 hrs
0.5 hrs
1.3 hrs
2.0hrs

Date
1990/11/29
1991/11/19,12/03
1991/11/19
1991/12/03
1991/12/03
1991/11/19

Table 2: Summary of the observation in the past three
years.

A.

Background Spectrum at the Ceiling

Figure 11 shows the background spectrum obtained at an

altitude of 4g/cm' (37.8km). The figure demonstrates how
effectively the anti-active shield which surrounds the par~
ticular counter in the compound eye configuration works.

Using the hit information of the surrounding crystals,
background events due to Compton scattering and/or
Figure 10: Scematic diagram of the time keeping system

Prior to the launch of the telescope, we adjust the time
counter on the detector by sending a reset pulse at the
known time given by the GPS receiver. During the ob~
servation, the number of pulses from the onboard clock is
counted by a on board scaler in the 15.625 ms period and
it is sent to the ground base. The count is compared with
the reference counts maintained by the Rubidium clock.
The event time we recorded was verified to be accurate to

511keV annihilation in the material are clearly suppressed.
In the figure, a broad peak at 368keV is conspicuous. It is
mostly due to 152Gd ( abundance=0.2%, 2.14MeV " decay, half-life 1.1 x 10"y). Bumps above 600keV in the
spectrum are due to the radioactive contamination of the

Thorium and the Uranium series in the GSO crystal. Note
that 152 Gd is chemically inseparable, but others can be reduced by using higher purity materials.
The comparison wilh a i\fonteCario calculation is shown
in Fig. 12. In the figure, the histogram shows the energy

spectrum of Welcome-l with the zenith angle of 30 degrees. The filled circles show the measured internal back~

211S with respect to the UTC. Throughout the flights, our

ground obtained in the Pb(5cm)/Cu(5cm) cave in the lab-

clock system worked well with all accuracy of 6f/f < 3 x
10- 9 , which was stable enough for the observation time in

oratory. The dashed line shows the calculaled detector
response against incident photon flux with the power law
index of 1.7. The broad line is the sum of backgrounds,
which agrees with the observed spectrum. The intensity
of lhe incident downward flux is calculated to be about

one flight (-12 hours).

3.5xE-1. 7 photons/cm'/s/sr/keV.

:1)
Power Supply (wd POWC1· COlls11Htplioll
The total powcr consumption of th~ data acquisition and star
s.ystclll~ arc about 220 \V. \Vith this power consumption,
the cntire system can b~ operated for 2'1 hours. Lithiulll
batteries were used for the power supply Oil the ceiling.
The voltage of one battery is 3.95 V and has 30Ah of capacity

As demonstrated in the figure, the low back~
ground rate was realized by the well-type phoswich
counter. I3ackground levels at 122kcV and 511 keY are

I x 1O-"/cl11' Is/keY and <Ix 10-' /cm' Is/keY, respectively.
Dy our analysis, the spectrum below 300 keV is dominated
by the nux entering through the aperture, whereas above
300 keY, internal background by isotopes ill the detector
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Figure 11: Back ground spectrum obtained with WelcomeI at an altitude of 4g/cm 2 The spectrum taken with (hitstogram) and without (cross) the background reduction by
the surrounding counters are shown.

crystal is dominant.

Energy [keV]
Figure 12: The observed back ground spectrum (histogram), the measured internal background (filled circles),
the Monte-Carlo simulated external background (solid
line), and sum of these backgrounds (broad line). The
dashed line shows the background components entering
through the opening aperture.

In the well-type phoswich counter

and the compound eye configuration, background due to
the activation of the crystal and/or the charged particles
are shown to be suppressed effectively.

The sensitivity curve of the Welcome-I calculated from
the obtained background spectrum at an altitude of
4g/cm' is shown in Fig.13and 14. The curve represents the
three standard deviation sensitivity that can be achieved

in an observation of lO<s (no attenuation by atmosphere).
In Welcome-I, a sensitivity of - a few x 1O-6/cm' Is/keY
and -10-·/cm'/s by 10·s observation can be attained for
the continuum spectrum and line spectrum respectively.

B.

Flight Results

In 1990, the counting rate variation from lOOkeY to 200
keY during our unplanned scan of the Crab Nebula is
shown in Fig. 15. Since the star camera monitored the

II degrees away from Crab Nebula/Pulsar. The spectrum
reasonably agree with the reported measurements by other

experiments[8]. During the calibration period of 3300s
which corresponds to a flux of -20% of Crab pulsar, the
time profile of the pulsar is obtained (Fig. Ii) The location of the first peak in the time profile agrees well with
that expected from radio observations at the solar system

barycenter[9] .
In order to obtain the energy spectrum from the di.
rection from the objects, we must subtract the off-source
spectrum from the on-source spectrum. In such a situation, the careful gain calibration is crucial throughout the
observation period. The overall gain was calibrated for
every counter by using the peak position of Q.deacays of
15:?Gd. To follow time variation at finer steps and yet to

detector pointing every 2 sec, we know that the detector

keep high statistical accuracy, the peak is integrated for

oscillated rapidly and the effective area varied during 63s

30 min, centered around time bins set at 5 min. steps.
This procedure eliminates overcompensation of statistical
fluctuations by gain adjustment. The resultant Lime varia.
tion of the overall gain is consistent with what is expected
from the temperature dep~ndence of the GSa light yield

shown in the figure. Note that the signal to background
ratio is better than unity and this shows the excellent per·
formance achieved by \Velcome·1 in the hard X-ray region

III 1991, we used Crab Nebula/Puls.r to verify the detector performance. The period of the observation was, however, devoted to the calibration of the pointing accuracy
of the telescope using our star camera. In this calibration

period, Cr.b Nebula/Pulsar wa" obscrved 10 - 13 degree
away from the line of insight of the detector. Tllus the ef·
fective area of the detector was reduced to 37-16% , which
corresponds to 370· 160 mCrab emission ill \Velcomc1·1
Fig.16 shows the ellergy spectrulll of Crab Nebula plus Pul·
sar in 14105 observation timc whcn the telescope pointed

(-0.5%/degree) and the phototube gain. Furthermore, the
area of the peak of 15:?Gd is used to calculate the net live
time of the detector system.
The high sigllal.to-background ratio of \\'elcome·1 is
demonstrated in the Fig.lS. fll the figure, the on/oIT varia·
tion in Cen-A observation for 1991 flight. CellA is a brightest radio galaxy and identified as AGN. The emission at
100 keV roughly amounts to 100 mCrab. \Vith \Vclcome-l,
the high quality data call be obtained for a short observation time -.... 10 1 s.
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Figure 15: Counting rate variation during the scan of the

10- 6

Crab Nebula for the energy range of 100-200keV: Crab
Nebula was observed just before the pointing operation.
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Figure 13: 3cr sensitivity of Welcome-I for the continuum
spectrum. Xj-y-rays are assumed not to be attenuated by
the atmosphere. The attenuation factors by 4mb atmosphere are 0.55 and 0.71 for 122keV and 511 keY, respectively.
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Figure 16: Energy Speotrum of Crab Nebula/Pulsar in
1410s observation time when the telescope pointed II degrees away from Crab Nebula/Pulsar (-300 mCrab emissions).

IV.

CONCLUSION

\Ve succeeded in developing a new hard X-ray telescope

based on the well-type phoswich counter (Welcome-I)
that reaches 30' detection sensitivity as low as 5x 10- 6
photons/s/cm' /keV ( almost comparable with a CGROsatellite observation) even in a balloon experiment where

signals arc attenuated to 1/2-1/3 by atmosphere and a
typical observation time is only 10 4 seconds.
\Vith \Velcolllc-l, we set an upper limit on the 57CO
I

50

100

abundance and pulsar energy flow from SNI9S7A[2j. In

500 1000

Energy (keV)
Pigure Ill: 30' sensitivity of \VCIcOlllC-1 for 10,000s for the
line emission.

1991, we detected the pulsation from PSR1509·5S in our
energy range. This pulsar is only the second pulsar detected in hard X-ray region after Crab pulsar. In the same
campaign, we obtained high quality energy spectrum from
Cen .-\ (an active galactic nuclei) together with GX339-"1

(a black hole candidate).
In order to achieve higher sensitivity along the line we
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Figure 18: Counting rate variation during the observation

ofCenA for (a) 60-125 keY and (b) 125-250 keY.

have pursued, we need further reduction of backgrounds
from both external and internal sources. Several improvements now underway are discussed ill ref [l}.
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